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CHAl'TER I 
INTRODUcriW 
Nursing education is perpetually in a stage ot evolution, t~ansi~ 
tion, growth, and evaluation, and those· responsible fo~ student lea~ • 
are cOJJ$tantly involved in a continuous search fo~ imp~oved treys of teacl~H 
ing nursing students, · 11aually a new method o~ approach to teaching aM,se,eu 
from some dissatisfaction with past and pNsent app~oaches 1 and stems 
an effort to achieve highe~ goals and objectives by soma othe~ means. 
~onioally1 soma of the most basic ftlndamantal concepts of nu~s- ; 
ing aN the most .difficUlt· to· develop and cUltivate in students. A ptu--: 
' ticululy challenging area of long-standing is the recognition and appre-'-
ciation of the ~ing ;responsibilities in l!laintenance of fluid balance •• 
Shafe;r points out that, in the mode= hospital, nothing is more difficult 
to obtain than an accurate intake and output recwd.l Fu~the~ suppo;rt of 
this issue is offe;rel;i by .Brown in he~ textbook fo;r nursing students t "The 
~eco~ng of fluid exchange, as usually done in hospitals, represents a 
combination of estil!lations, time consuming and inaccu~ate, n2 
It is recognized that seve~al factorn influence the fo~egoing 
statements, but ceMainly, lack of unde;rstanding on the part of nUrses 
lKathleen Newton Shafer et al, Medical-Surgical Nu~sing (2nd ed. i 
St. Louis1 c. V, Mosby Co., 1961)-;-p:-64, 
2.At:iY Frances Brown, Hedical Nursing (Philadelphia: TI,B. Saunde~s 
Company, 1957), p. 259. 
1 
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is one vecy basic factor, The casual attitude of nursing students with 
regard to accounting for a patient's intake is a definite indicator of 
lack of a1mrenesa of their responsibility to tbe patient who is in need 
of .an increased fluid intake. 
Outcomes and changes in behEJ.vior are tbe basis for evaluation of . 
the effeotivaness of teaching methods. At present, these behavioral 
changes as tbey apply to fluid therapy leave l!lllch to be desired; perhaps 
tbe time bas come for critical appraisal and a search for a new approach 
to teaching this subject to nursing students. It would seem that the 
technique or wey of teachi:t:lg. is at tbe root of tbe complex problems with' 
regard to this subjectJ all nursing students are taught essentially the 
same content with emphasis on tbe importance of fluids, ¥St vecy few ever 
develop a true appreciation, depth of understanding, and a sincere sense 
of' responsibility to the patient requiring an increased fluid intake. 
Statement of tbe Problem . 
'lo detel'l!liJlil the effectiveness of a revised approach to teaching 
nursing students the principles of forcing fluids. 
Justification of the Probl= 
In considering the need for a study of this type and its utilit:y 
to the nursing profession, it was necessa.t1'" to vietg the problem f'rom 
three different aspects -- clinical, educational, and professional. 
"Almost all medical and surgical conditions threaten the fluid 
and electrolyte balance." 3 Clinically 1 it had been established and 
Ssba£er, op. cit., p. SB. 
I 
• 
• 
• 
a 
accepted as :fact that :forcing fluids was essentia1 to the adequate and 
successfUl matment of' maey medical.-surgical oonditioM, yet there was 
evidence that this was a grossly neglected area. A medical order to 
force fluids 'IUS ID.Qre o:f"ten given lip service than taken in ita literal 
sense and carried out accordingly. The of:fering o:f :fluids. seemed to have 
become a sooial. ni9ety rather than an integral part o:f therapy, This was 
evidenced by such :f'requently overheard comments as 1 If' you get all o:f 
your 1rork done, give :fluids to the patients or,. If' you are not too busy, 
try and get some o:f the patients to driDk something. Moreover, the study 
was o:f Value clinically because ~reaaed understanding in this area 
should lead to greater accuracy of intake and output records. 
Educationally 1 there was a need for gr!later f!UJphasis on the fore- · 
ing of' fluids as a basic nursing procedure and reSPonsibility. This Jras 
a universal need which caused educators to express constant concern, as 
indicated by their comments which appeared in professional publicatioM 
with ~reasing :f'requency. In. addition to the need for greater emphasis 
of this subject in ~•ndameutala of nursing, there was a necessity for 
reinforcement and correlation of this teaching with the specific disease 
conditions in which :fluids constituted a major part of therapy. It was 
believed that these procedures would facilitate more ~eaningfUl learning. 
Professionally, it had been suggested by the National League for 
I Nursing that more nursing research 1ras needed in the clinical aspects of 
nursing rather than in the historical, social, and psychological aspect~! 
there was a vast number of nursing rrocedures and techniques that had 
never been tested scientifically aa to their il!lportance 1 usefUlness, 
effectiveness, or utilization, 
• 
• 
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The Direotot ~r the Institute of :Research and Service :in NttJ'dng 
Education at Columbia Teaeherf! College had recently brought this fact to . 
the attention of the profesSion. McMatu.le· pointed o\tt that the lilethodi- ! 
cal. Eiea:l'ch for nursing lmowledge had deviated f'~C)Dl the pattern follawed 
by the other profeasiom~; Nursing deal. t less 1d th rssea:rch of prof'es• 
sioua:L practice. 
The edUcation of the nttr!le1 ·the organization .of nursing services, 
the interests ana. pers~l!al.i tY of the nurse herself as. £aqtors in 
care, ·have al.1 been studie.!i ll1UOh more .fre.qqently and intensively 
than have nursing practice itself and the·art and science under-1~ the pi-actice of. mirsing, 4 · · · . 
ln this same article, referehoe was made to Merton's viewpoint 
which suggested tbat the f'tu'lOtion of reseatcb in nursing 'Was the syste111- ' 
atic search £or and the testing of :fa¢ts and p:d.ncdples to add to the 
knowledge p:raQtiti<iners U!!e to .solve problems of' patients. and nursing 
service,5 
It 'li'ss apparent that if we 'were to achi·eve status as a true pro-' 
£ess:l.on, we must beco!!le · more reseatch-!Dinded and develop an orientation 
toward carrying out research in the most ;fUndamental. framework of the 
practice o£ nursing. This stu!iy was an ei'fort in that direction. 
Scope .and Limitationtl of the Study 
The stu!iy 'WM <;~o:nd~;~cted in one three hu:ndred sevetlty..:five bed, 
general. medical.-surgical hospital 'lr.l.th a diploma school of' nursing. 
4z.ouise R. McMamta, "Nursing Rei!earch -- Its Evolution," The 
American Journal of Nursing, LXI No. 4 (April, 19'61), p.76. · 
5rbid., p. 76, citing R. K. Merton,. "Issues in the Growth of' a 
Profeseioji,"l' Issues in the Gr<nrth of' a Profession. Papers presented at 
the 4lr;~t convention of' the Ai!iBriean Nurses I Associati<m1 Atlantic City, 
New._. Jersey, June 10, 1958. (New Yorlt: .American Nur11ea' Association, 1968), 
n 5. · · 
• 
• 
• 
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Sixteen senior students in the thirty-eecohd IIIOnth o'f their a4ucational 
program were aelected as participant!! in the study. These participants 
we:re divided into two matched g170ups of eight members each 1rhich 1rere 
4eaignated as the eJq>erimental and control groups. The eJq>erlmental 
grOUP was taught the unit, Nursing RespoilBibilities. in tba Care of Pa-
tients Requiring .Inorea.ead Fluid Intake1 ae!lording to the research ap-
proach to teaching. All s:l.xtea13. stu-dante ware both pre- .and post-tasted. 
. Limi tatiOil.S of tha study 1rare primarily dua to raatrictad avail- · 
• 
ability of' f'aoi1itias and time invo;t.vements of' those participating in tM 
study. Spacif'ically, tha limitations lfare considal;Sd to be tha fo11~: 
the sampl.e wae l.imitad to twenty-oil$ student13 1 and ot the tl1enty-ona ex-
peotad1 only seventee:n were prasent tha !lay Of tha pre-teat; tha investi~ 
gator ~rae a stranger to tllese studanta and tha total time of her meetings 
with ~m amountad to about thraa. houra 1 two hours class and ona hour 
testing; !lnly knmJladge and understa,tlding ware tested; only c%1.6 mcnth 
could be allcwed betwean tbe two hours of teaching and tha poflt-tel!ting. 
Previe11 of Methodology 
All students bad pravicus1y been taught tha principles of' forcing 
fluids 1 all a part of' their regular curriculum, and all 1rera givan the 
eaJJ!a pre-teat. The aixtaen students ware than dividad into two groups --
an eJq>erimental and control _., which had been.matohed on the baa:l.a of' 
their raw accres on tha pre-test, high school atanding1 ba'lldiiJg creden-
tials 1 and diploma percantil.a &coree on the Ameri!lan Council . on Education 
Psychological Examination and the National League for Nurl3ing AchievemeJ).t 
Tast in Medical-Surgical Nuraing, The exparlmental. group reeeived two 
• 
• 
(l 
hours of additional iJl1'1t:~;Uction ~n i:he _selected unit all desi~i:\ for the • 
p\U'l)oses _of' this etuay, The control gi'Qup-;r:oeot.lived no f'ui-ther teaohing. 
ThirtY deys following the completion of the classes, both groups . 
were. poet-testae. 'T;le teaching approach was then evaluated ~or _,. ·>""-F,;.n,,4_.,.,._n 
nesS by OOIJlPa:r;'ing tlle gr$ps in ternl!l of inc!'Oased knoldedgc· and undex'-
standing, 
Sequence of PresentatiOn 
Chapter II contains a raviOli of the pertinent lite,..ature, the 
bases £o;r:o, and the statement o£1 the hypothesis. The method, sample, 
tools, and the collection of da~ ,we .described in Chapter III. C~apter · 
IV will present the findings and an anaiysis of the data; the summacy, 
conclusio:os 1 and recolllt:IElndations as a result of the .findings 1nll be 
pre.sented in Chapter v. 
• 
• 
• 
CIJAPTER II 
'n!EORETICAI FlW!EWORK OF THE STUDY ' 
. 
Rev:! ew of Li tetoature 
The survey of literaja.tut. 'El p. ertinant to th·.e .. a· tudy inv.olved inveati-.· 
ga~on of three distinct areas It was necessary to ascertain whet other 
. . 
. . . 
lllU'sing :research had been o ed o"t in relationship to this topic, or ' 
on a s:i.milar basis. It was a1: o necessaey to do a perusal of nursing 
textbooks and pr<;~fessional publ~caticms in order to develop a :framework 
for teaching the principles of forcing :fluid$ and for construction. of a 
unit outline which Could be llJll ropriately structured for the study. Ex- : 
ploration in the areas of lea:ding theory and tbe psychology of learning 
was pursued to subl3tantiate tbl proposed method o:r teaching. • 
Investigation of n~si fig research related to this topic was 
l:i.mited to a ten year period. As far as could be determined, no other 
nurs:l.ng research had been cQnC rned m. th fluid i:ntalre per se or ~ri th the: 
teaching of this subject to nul-sing 13tudents• A very limited number of 
studies had been carried out ih related fields such as :fluid and electro-
lyte balanCe, compar:l.son of twp different methodS of teaching a selected 
I 
subjsct1 or determination o£ tps effeotivenells of certain teaching math-! 
! 
ode. Ho;rever1 ;further study olp these projects disclosed that their re- i 
. 
' 
lationship and applicability tlb this study was too minimal to be of val.1~e. 
Review of nursing texlbookS and periodicals was also limited to 
a ten year period, and oonsisled of perusing five medical and surgical 
7 
• 
• 
• 
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textbooks, five fundamentals of t111rsing textbooks, tno !Uiatomy 'and physi-
ology textbooks, and all issues of nursing periodicals which were perti-
nent to the topic under consideration, The only deviation from nursing 
literature was the study of all avaiJ.able texts on fluid and cl.e()trolyte 
balancet many of 1rhich were not oriented to nursing. Although very little 
pertinent information was gained, other interesting and revealing factors' 
llhich had not been anticipated were brought to the foreground and became • 
very significant, 
Probably the most outstanding factor 1vas the definite inadequacy 
of nursing textbooks in stressing -the reasons for and importance of forc-
ing fluids. (The investigator had to resort to medical bookll for most of 
the information 1vhich contributed to the unit outline.) It was interest-, 
ing to note that in most instances, forcing fluids was always mentioned 
briefly and in several different areas throughout the texts, but seldom · 
pursued in much detail,. 
All nursing references were in agreement that oral intake of 
fluids was the preferred method of hydrating the human body,. Probably 
the consensus of opinion was best summarized by lJolf who stated, 
••• the replacement of body fluids by artificial means has so far 
. proved inferior to the natural ingestion of fluids by mouth. No 
intravenous fluid bas been pJ>oduced which can supply all of' the 
calories, vitamins,. f'ats, proteins, and carbohydrates that the 
body needs, Therefore, the nurse must see that the patient takes 
adequate fluids orally,l · 
Most nursing literature made some statement similar to lJolf' s 1 
but thia was usually followed by a sudden shift of' emphasis to the nurse' :s 
lEdith s. tfol£1 "The Nurse and Fluid Therapy," The American 
Journal of Nursing, LIV1 No. 7 (July, 1954), p,B32 . 
. 
• 
9 
responsibilities in parenteral therapy, It was not the intent of' the in-
vestigator to minimize the value (lf' parenteral. therapy; yet, it seeinlld 
relevant to focus attention upon the app~nt discrepancy with regat'd to • 
emphasis on !lllrsing responsibilities in the maintenance of fluid balance •. 
' 
The method of teaching .lll)d the revis.ed approach selected for this. 
study evolved around basic pb;1siological principles with overlearning in· 
the area of complications Which may resuit f'rom inadequate intake. Re-
view of' the literature in the area of' learniJlg theoey supported the cll<n.c'"ll 
of this teaching approach. 
One of' the mopt racent widely accepted commentaries on learning 
processes was directly concerned with the adVisability of teaching funda-
mental principles •. This publication was the result of a conference of 
many of the nation's mo!lt outstanding scientists, scholars, and educators . 
Their composite ideas and viewpoints 1rere stated by Bruner2 lll)d seemed 
particularly applicable to nursing education in general as well as to 
this study, 
These educators shared our primary concern in nursing -- that of 
how, when stt.tdents have a 1imi ted e:~eposurs to materials they are expected 
to learn, this exposure can bes.t be made to influence the students' 
ing the rest of' their lives, The authorities at the Woods Hole Confer-
ence agreed that this c;an best be aqhieved by giving students the fUnda-' 
mental structure of a subject. The teaching and learning of structure, 
rather than simply mastering £'acts and techniques, is at the core of' the' 
classic problem of' transfer, or the learning of general ideas which can ' 
2Jerome S. Bruner, The Process of Education (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1960), pp. l6-2!L 
• 
• 
• 
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I 
be used as a basis for reorganizing subsequent problems as special cases 
: 
related to the original idea. The more fUndamental the idea, ·the greater 
. 
1rl.ll be ita breadth of' applicability to new situat:l.~;>ns. liUrthermore, the 
teaching of general principles Will. dec.rease the nece11ei ty of' memoriza- · 
tion, lfemory lose of' details will not mean total loss, as remembering 
pri~1c;:iples allow·s the student to recons1;roct details when required in the, 
future. 
The reasons proposed for teacbing.fUndamenta1 principles are 
probably best summarized by the f'ollotr.lng quotation from Bruner's book: · 
Teaching specific topics or skills 'IIi tbout making clear their con- . 
text in the broader fundamental structure of a :field of lmowledge 
is uheconomical in several deep senses. In the first place, such 
teaching makes it difficult :fer the student to generalize from 
what he has learned to what he. 'Will l!noounter later. · In the second 
place1 learning that ha$ f~len 13bort !lf a grasp of' the general. . 
principles has little reward in terms of' intellectual excitement. · 
The best way to create interest in a subject is to render it worth 
lmouing, which means to· make the knolf.l.edge usable in one •.s think- · 
. :i.ng. beyond the situation in 1rhich the learning has occurred. 
Third, the knowledge one .has acquired without sufficient structure 
.to tie it together is knowledge that is likely to be forgotten. 
An unoonneoted set of facts has a pitiably short half-life in 
m.emory. Organidng facts in terms of principles and ideas f'rom 
which they may be inferred is the only known wey of reducing the 
quick rate loss of human memory.3 · 
The counterpart of. the teaching approach employed in this study--
. ·. :'' : 
overleanling of complications -- was related to the principles of rein- , 
forcement and recall, and fell into the category o:f the stimulus-reeponeei 
theories of Thorndike;, Guthrie, Skinner, and Hull. 4 
Overlearning waa de:fined by Bilgard as ", •. the faoili tation of 
. . 
. 
3Ibid. , p. 31 
; 
4Ernest R. Bilgard, Theories of Learning, (2d ad.; NelT York: 
Appleton•Century-Crofte, I®. 1 1956), p. 8 • 
' 
. ; 
. 
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response tdth repetition attar the essential learning has been mastel'Eld."5 
.This was in agreement with the investigator's purpose of stressing c;om-
plicatioll!i in addition to the physiological principles involved :l.n ade-
quate . fluid intake, Bruner also offered ·support to ·the use of· ovel"learn-: 
ing by pc;~:l.nting out tbe.t, in. some illlitances, stressing mere understanding 
was not sufficient, 11 •••• drill need 'net be ·rote and, alas, emphasis on · 
understanding ma:y lead the· student to a certain verbal glibness. u6 This ; 
statement certaiDly seemed to be true :when one considered the frequent 
lip-service that was usua]J.y given to the importance of forcing fluidg, 
This, then, would indicate that perhaps something more must be employed 
in the teaching -- not only understand:l.ng1 but definite knm;ledge of the 
specifica based on this understanding. 
Broner indicated that if 1eanrl.Dg tfare made more dramatic, the 
student would be led to identify nio~. closely tdtb an idea. 7 This mech-. 
anism seemed to be called for in teaching the absc;~lute necessity of cer-
tain nursing re.sponaibilities •. Therefore, the unit outline was inten-
tionally structured so that the complications of each condition could be 
traced :from the mildest to the most severe forms in an effort to appeal 
to._the students on an emotional. as tfell as reasoning level, 
This review of' the 1i terature served to point out the need :for 
critical evaluation of present teaching faoilities and methods on the 
part of nurse educators •. The intense interest on the part of all 
5rb:l.d., p, 472. 
Gsrunsr, op.cit., p. 29. 
7Ibid., P• 82. 
• •• 
• 
• 
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12 
educators in the improvement of teaclti.Dg methods lTaa well demonstrated. 
Basea of Hypothesia 
The :need for a study of thia type, and in thill particular area, 
lt'ae first brought to the attention of the investigator as a result of he~ 
own hoapital nurs;l:ng experiences, and the problema encountered in influ-
encing personnel to accept the responsibilities of encouraging fluid in-
take for patients with this particular :need, The baei11 of the h;vpotheais 
' 
stemmed primarily from informal conferences with, and observations o£1 
I 
students in the clinical area while functioning as a staff and charge 
nurse. These first impresaiona continued to be endorsed through several I 
diacuasiona With nurses in staff, administrative, and educational poai-
tions whenever the problem of forcing f'luida had been posed. Moreover, 
after the inveatigator had entered the field of nuraing education, this 
aame trend -- namely, failure of nuraing .students to carry out medical 
orders to force fluids -- had been observed whil.e doing clitrl.cal teaching 
and aupervision. 
Questioning !3tudents in en effort to determine the reasons for 
the frequent neglect of su.ch en important matter brought responses which 
were thought-provoking. Moat often, they !maw very l.i ttle about why 
their patients were in need of increased fluid intake; 1rhen they 1rere 
aware of the criteria :for forcing fluida 1 ·their lmmrledge of the physi-
ological principles Underlying therapy 1ras extremely limited and their 
Ul'lderstanding very superficial. Probably most alarming 1ra11 the lack of ' 
awareneas o:f.the mul.tiplic;l:t:y al).d severity of the conditions tbat could 
occur as compl.ications of neglecting to aupply adequate fluids, 
• 
• 
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Therefore; it was th~ belief of the investigator that nursing stu .. 
dents failed to oar:cy out medical orders ·to f'oree fluids because they did 
:not understand the underlYing principles and physiological reasons for 
doing so, a& weu as the ultimate co:llllequences of neglect in this area. 
It was felt. that some of the present problems.eould be mitigated by help-
ing students to develop increased understanding of basic physiological 
principles. As Elmer stated in .hie artiqle on fluid balance, 
••• It is impossible to carry out proper therapy unless the nurse 
understands the principles and the rationale of the therapeutic 
procedures she carries out1 as well as the practical problems 
involved, 8 . · · 
It was also felt that an awareness of the possible complicatio:Ps 1rould 
effect deeper coneern and more diligent effort on the part of the stu~ 
dents to apply these principles to their patient care • 
This study 1rae an effort to assist nursing students to become 
anare of' the general principle that maintenance of adequate flUid intake . 
is important in health, but that it takes on added importance and becomes 
even more precarious in disease, requiring the constant, persistent, and. 
earnest attention of the nurse. 
Since there is no depot or reserve supply of fluid in the body, 
failure to supply adequate . daily amounts will result .in fluid 
being draWn from the tissues in· order to meet the continuous re~ 
quirements of excretion. The fluid accounting system is a strict 
one, and a shortage of fluid on a:ny ona day remains in arrears 
until it is replaced; Small .deficiencies each day are cumulative, 
and usually the sudden development of a complex fluid problem can • 
trace its beginning to defioi ta occurring several days previously. 9! 
SJiobert Elman, "Fluid Balance from the Nurse' e Point of View," 
The Americ.an Journal of' Nursing, XLIX No. 4 (April 1 1949), p. 222. 
9Harry Statland, Fluid and Electro1ytes in Practice, (Philadel~ 
phia: J.D. Lippincott Co., 1957)1 p.ih • 
. 
• 
• 
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Statement of HYPothesis 
A revised approach of teaching nursing students to force fluids, 
with emphasis on broad, general. physiological principles and with over-
learning in the area of complications of neglect, will produoe evidence 
of increased lmoWledge and increased understanding of the subject. 
I 
. 
I 
• 
• 
' 
CHAPTER III 
11ETHODOLOGY 
The study centered around the effectiveness. of a revised approach 
to teabhing the principles o£ forcing fluids to nursing students by empha 
sizing broad, general principle!!, ld th overlearning in the area o£ compli 
cation!! o£ neglect. This was accomplished by evaluation o£ the students 
as to increased knowledge llll.d understllll.ding following two hours of in-
struction in the unit Nursing Responsibilities in the Care o£ Patients Re 
quiring Increased Fluid Intake .1 
In order to verify the investigator's belie£ that there was a 
need for such revision of teaching, an exploratory survey was indicated. 
This phase o£ the study consisted of unstructured observation of the ex-i 
istant situation in several hospitals as it related to this topic, and 
informal interviews with educational directors 1 medical-surgical instruc-
tors, and other experts in the field in an effort to determine the pre sen 
methods o£ teaching the principles· o£ forcing fluids. These educators 
were asked if they felt a need for improvement of present methods o£ 
teaching this subject llll.d were also asked for suggestions as to how they 
felt the11e improvements might be made, The foregoing steps were taken l[n 
addition to the revielf of literature·, Answers to all of these inquiries 
supported the investigator's convictions that.the area chosen wae defi-. 
' 
1see Appendix A. 
• 
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nitely in need of study and change, and cOlitributed to planning and con- · 
• ~truotion of ideas for the best approach to teaching this subject. : 
The investigator proceeded to make arrangements with an agency in 
which to conduct the study. .A three hundred seventy-five bed, general 
medical-surgical hospital with a diploma school of nursing was chosen. 
the hospital, located in a large metropolitan area, was an active 
and tddely known teaching center which 1ras cimtinuoulllY involved in re-
search. It was approved by the Joi.llt Commission on the Accreditation of 
Hospitals. 
• 
The School o:f' Nursing liaS one of long standing which had been ap- • 
proved by the State Approving Authority and t1'as fully accredited by the . 
National Lea,gue for Nursing. 
. 
ACmiss:i.on requirements of the schQol ttere in accQTd tdth accspted 
standards, and students ,r~;~re appointed to begin their studies in ... sge.I'JPt!l,mble;r!l 
of each year. The program 11as on a thirty-six month basis 1 during lrbich ' 
time the students shared instructional facilities with a neighboring col~ 
lege, and had affiliating experiences wi~h local specialized agencies. 
The progl;'am was planned on a forty hour week tzbich inoluQ.ed class · 
and clinical practice in all areas, with the last block of classes being: 
completed during the first part of the third year • 
. During the fonnative ;3tages of the study, an apJ?ointment uas made . 
with the Director of Nursing to discuss plans for the study. This initi~ 
I inte:rv!ew found the agency representative to be '{flry interested, help:f'ul.j 
- • I 
and in agreement as to the need for a study of this type. Permission to: 
utilize the resources of the school 11as granted. Tentative dates for aJ.1 
J>hases of the study 11ere submitted at this meeting. The total amount of ' 
. 
• 
• 
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time allotted to the study 1ras three hours -- tlio 1 .one .hour class periods.,, 
thirty minutes for pre-testiJ:Igj and .thirty minutes. f'or post-testing:. 
Sixteen senior students in the thirty-second J!!Onth of their educe_; 
ticmal. pro~am 1rere selected to participate in the study, Factors which 
iJif'luenced this ·selection 11ere availabi1ity of the students for the dura-' 
tion of the study, Qanpletion of' all of their for:mal. qlasses and most of 
""'""'-.. clinical. practice 1 and the opportun.i ty to beqome f'BIIli1iar with the 
of' forcing f'luid11 and to become accomplished in the practical 
applioation·of these principles to patient care. It was believed that 
this would best indicate the amount of' kpowledge and understandU:lg the 
llmlr~l:i:n.~~: student had upon entering the profesaion after graduation. 
One lteek following the initial. agency csmtaot 1 e:Lght hours were 
spent :revieuing the records of the participating students. Pertinent. in-
llf',onna1:io•n as to their personal. background and experience, past and preGen~ 
achievement, intellectual ability, and general. nursing ability was con-
sidered. The ~oup was ·,c:ltite homogeneous as to age, sex, marital status, 
llp:re,ri.cms 110rlt experience, and socio-economic background. All students 
comparable backgrounds in class:room theoey1 planned learning experi~ 
I 
llellces 1 and <llinical practice, They had completed all c;:ourses in the phys-
biologioal1 and social sciences; thirty-one weeks of fundamentals 
nursing! sixty-three week,s of medical-surgical. nursing 1rhich was cor-
with public heal.th nursing and diet therapy and included experi- I 
11ei1ce in the operating room; tlrelve 1'7eeks of' obstetrical. nursing; and 
""''e"-va weeks of' psychiatric nur!ling. Ilmne~ately preceding thei:r parti- : 
cipation in the study, most of the students had completed an iu"filiating 1 
lle.:ftPE•rien•~e of' tlrelve weeks in pediatrics. At the time of the study, the • 
• 
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students were .receiving eJ~:Perience either in assuming charge nurse ., -~ 
!libilities, or in some special.ty area of their 01m choice .• 
A test which inclUded eighteen best-response items and one free-
: 
: 
. 
: 
. . . 
respanse item that 1tould indicate both knowledge and underst~mding. of tha 
pTipciples of forcing :fluids was construoted.2 The test was structured so 
that it could be utilized fol:' b~>th Pl:'e- and post-testing. In advance . o:f , 
using it in the study1 the test 1ras administered to six graduate nurses 
for coDf'innatiQtt of its clarity and pertinence. No significant changes 
were sugges-ted. 
:Five weeks following the review of student records, all sixteen 
students 1rere pre-tested. No verbal communication took place at this 
: 
thirty minute session, lrith the exce;11tion of introduction of the investi-
. 
gator and a statement that this test was part of a !lcienti:fic study. All 
other instructions were in writtell fonn and appeared on the test. 
-Follmfing the scoring. of the pre~test and assessment of the stu-, 
I 
dents 1 existent knOlfledge and understanding, they 1vere divided into bo 
gl:'OU;Ps of eight 13tudents which were matched according to the distribution 
of individual factors within each gl:'oup, They lfere matched according to 
their raw scores on the pre-test1 high school standing, banding creden-
tials, and diploma percentile sco;res on the .American Council on Education 
Psyoho1ogioel Examination and the National League for. Nursing Ac~vement 
• 1 
Test in ~!edieel-S1lrgical Nursing. The results of the 111atching are sbtnm 
on Table 1. 
2 See .Append:b> B, . 
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TAllLE 1 
l!ATCHING OF STUDENTS IN BOTII GROUPS ACCORDING TO FIVE l'ERTINENT FACTORS 
Criteria Experimental Group Control Group 
Number of Students Ranges Number of Students Ranges 
Pre-Test Ra~1 4 9-10 4 9-10' 
·Scores 
.2 7-8 3 7-8 
' 
2 5-6 1 5-6 
' 
:American Council 4 90-99 4 90-99: 
on Education 2 80-89 1 80-89' Psychological 
1 70-79 2 70-79' Examination -
Percentile 0 60-69 l 60-69' 
scores 1 50-59 0 50-69. 
• 
National League 2 90-99 2 90-99 
for Nursing 3 80-89 2 80-89 ' 
.Achievement Test 
l 70-79 1 70-79 in }!edical-
Surgical. Nursing l 60-69 l 60-69 
Percentile Score 0 50-69 0 50-69 
1 40-49 1 40-49 
0 30-39 0 30-39 
0 20-29 0 20-29' 
0 ·J.0-19 0 10-19 ' 
0 1-9 1 1-9 
Banding Creden::.. 0 2.5-3.4 0 ~-5-3.4 
tial.s - Quality 8 1.6-2.4 7 1'-· 6-2.4 Points 
0 0 ,5-1 •. 4 1 p.5-1.4 
. 
High School. 6 upper 6 upper 
Standing third thil"d 
2 fdcJ,dl.e 2 fniddl.e 
third - third 
---
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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The criteria for matching of grm1p& were selected on the baSis of', 
their pertinence to the s.tudy, To ascertain the student• a knowledge and 
ability to 1earn1 the high school standing 1~as believed to be of import!" 
anoe because past achievement was considered by most authorities to be the 
beat indicator of future ao.ademic succeas, .Axio;ther indicator of this, 
a~e qualif;l.cation was the percentile rank of the students on the Amerio!lll 
Council On Education Psychologic~ Examination 1fhi0h was comparable to 
o'!;~r gt>oup testa ·conunonly used for scholastic aptitude or intelligence, 
such as, the California Test of Me_ntal l!aturi ty and the Kuhlman-.Anderson 
lntelligence Test. 3 .1).11 of these tests had a verbal, non-verbal, and total 
score, 
'the percentile scores on the ))l'ational LeagllEi for Nursing Medical..;i 
SurgiCal Achievement Test 1fere judgec1, to be a meaningful basis for match-
ing since they ascertained the students' achievement in this particular ' 
area. 
To determine the students' ability to understand and to be effec-
tive in the Clinical area; banding credentials were examined. Banding 
credentia:Ls were·. criteria for promotion :i.n this particular school 'or nurs:.. 
ing; they evolved from an eva:Luat;l.on of the student's scholastic achieve-• 
ment 1 ,c1inical performance 1 and persorial and professiona:L adJustment. 
These banding ore®ntia:Ls l7ere expressl;ld it?- qua:Lity points as. follows: 
A 2.5- 3 •. 4 91 - 100% 
B 1.5 - 2.4 88- 90% 
c 0.5- 1.4 75 - 82% 
D -0,5 - 0.4 68 .,; 74% 
3 . 
Victor H. Noll, Introduction to. Educationa:L Measurement (Boston; 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1957) 1 pp. 254-263. · , 
. 
• 
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Students who had an average of 79 per cent at the end of their second 
year were. eligible for promotion and race ived a band for their caps. 
Hatching according to scores on the pre-test 1vas. the most import-
ant factor since the compariso!l of these results with the results of the 
post-test 1va.s tm basis for evaluati!lg the effectiveness of the revised 
' ~roach to teaching, and for accepting or rejecting the hypothesis. 
on the basis of the results of the matching procedure 1 the stu-
de.!lts ~~ere divided into two groupll which 1iere designated by tossing a cob 
as the e~rimental and control group, The groups will be referred to as 
such :for· the ~der of the study, The Director of' Nursing was uu ... tie~ 
of the decision as to grouping;· she, in turn,· took care of all adlni!rlsl"t.:.r.a ..·-11 
tive problBllls in assuring the investigator that each group vould be ~,.~., 
able at the scheduled times of teqts an4 classes . 
Both grours had been taught the principles of' forcing fluids as a 
part of their regular curriculiiDI, The control group received no further 
instruction in the subject. The experiment.a group receive.d two hours of 
additiollal instruction according to the unit outline intentionally struc-
ured f'or the study.. Arrangements were made so that classes could be 
taught one week following a:ilministration of the pre-test. The olasses 
were held from llsOO A.ll. to 12 iOO noo!l on Monday and Thursday of' the same 
week. 
During the :first class period, an observer-recorder was present tc 
note the collllllents and opinions of the. students as expreased in the class, 
discussions. The study was briefly discussed ~lith the students. 'l'hey 
1fere told that this was part of a study to evaluate a different way of 
teaching, that nursing 'care of patients requiring increased fluid intake. 
• 
• 
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had been se;l.ected as the course content. and they llere reminded !lf their 
p:rofesllional and etldcat responsibi,lities as participants in. research, 
They 1fEire also askad not to discuss t®se cl.asses with their classmates, 
The investigator felt it important to offer same. form of motiva~ 
tion since the students knew their class stab.di:ng or grade point index 
trould not be affected by this classroom performE.nce, In addition to cap-' 
i talizing on the p;roximi ty of State Board EXaminations for these students', 
the importance of this subject to help them become better nurses 1vas em- , 
pbasized. "Learning under intrinsic 1!10ti'vation is preferable to learning 
under e;J:trinsic motivation. 114 The students lrere asked if they had ever 
seen patients lTith conditions 1Vhich could be a result of complications of 
neglect, such as renal. failure, All. of them had e;xperienced o~g for 
certain of these types of patients and were impressed by the aeveri ty of , 
the situations. By emphasizing the necessity: of understanding the prin,-: 
ciples to be covered in these two classes· in order to prevent such cOJJop.l.J.-fl 
cations 1 it was hoped that the students llould be motivated to take an 
ive interest in the classes. It was al.so mentioned that they.i\iould be 
helped in their ability to draw from general.ization!l and apply the.m to 
specific nursing situations so that they could become better inforiited wi · 
out having to memorize . a. muJ:ti tude of diagnoses and condi tiona in llhioh 
increased fluid intalce is es~;~ential.. 
:At the completion· of the first class, the students had discussed' 
their attitudes and feelings toward f'orcing fluids; their interpretation 
of medical. ol';'ders to,fo:rce, enoourage, ~d \l:t"ge fluidsJ and had offered 
\rnellt R. Hilgart'!, Theories of Learning (2d ed,; New Yorkl 
Appleton~Centul"',Y'-Crofts, Ina., 1956), p. 486 .•. 
• 
• 
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several suggestions for increasing·the effectiveness of carrying out or-
ders to force fluids and for oaring for patients requiring increased nu- ; 
id intake, The anatomy and physiology of body fluids had been briefly re-
..... ;.. .. , ~d, peJ1;i:\1an1: pt;~i:pts with regard to fluid and electrolyte balance'i' 
and'aoid·baae· baJ.ance were discussed. · 
The general physiological principles as seen in tho unit outline 
accompanied by the headings for the broad categories of conditions in 
uh~ 5 · i "h fluid need occurs 1tere listed for the studente. As an out-of -olass 
assigmnent, the students were asked to draw on epeoifioa from these gen-
eralizations by supplOI!lBnting each broad category heading with three spec-
ific diagnoses or condi tiona found on the Kardexes on the l7ards • For 
exmnple, under the category heading of Losses Via the Sldn Due to Fever, 
they mi~t have mentioned pneumonia, heat exhaustion, and oysti tis. The 
effectiveness of this plan for retention of learning 11aa supported in Hil-
gard 1 a boolt. "Transfer to nmr tasks lfill be better if, in learning, the 
11 · can discover relationships for hlmself, and if he has experiences 
during learning of applying the principles within a variety of tasks. 116 
The students lfere told thet they would be asked to contribute this inform-
ation at the next class. 
At the second class session, a revietr of the physiological bases 
for dehydration and renal failure was discussed as a basis for understw.~~· 
ing the complications that lfOuld be mentioned. Each: of the general phys-
iological principles was then discussed individually in more detail. As: 
5 See Appendix A, 
6Hilgard, op, cit., P• 486. 
. 
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. 
each broad category 1ras studied, the students wre asked to supply the . 
names of the conditions ,ghich would app+y and, if' possible, give the ;';..,~ 
iological explanation. Uith each condition, the students, with the help · 
• • 
of the inst);'Uotor1 trMed it through to its most serious complication in 
keeping with the concept underlying the plan for this partiCUlar approach 
to teaching, 
ndrty days following instruction of the experimental group, the 
post-test 11as administered tc> both the exper:l.lnental and control groups. 
Two additional free-response itEll!lll were incorporated into the post-test 
. 
which wa11 given to the experimental group in order to obtain some subjec-' 
tive student opinions regarding the effectiveness of the teaching a.PPirOilC'II'II:ll 
The firSt of' these additional items was an effort to determine the stu-
dent.s' feelings about having to attend ,the classes which certainly re-
quired them to deviate from their usual schedule, gave them added respon..J 
s;l.bili ties, and made. increased demands on their time. If these ;feelings · 
were negative, it was believed that their receptiveness to the teaching , 
could have been greatly ;l.nf'luenced1 as 11ell as their results in terms of 
aohievement on the post-test. The other additional item :functioned as a: 
guide to encourage the students to consider the teaching approach used in 
the stUdy and to compare it with the way in which they had previously 
been taught. the same material. This was another way of evaluating the ef-
fectiveness of the revised approach. 
After scoring the post-tests, the results of both pre- and post- I 
tests were compared. The effectiveness of the revised teaching approach. 
7 See Appenc:U.x C. 
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was then deteroinacl by BXIalyeing tho data quantitativo4"1 qaalitative]S, . 
and statistically. 
Quantitative IU!2I]Seie lJ'!l8 dono by comparing raw sccrezs aZid per-
centage scores in terms of increased !rnWledge and tllldel:'s1'1h:tding, Groe~ 
ana.l.ysis was done by consideration o£ the total. acblevemsnt o£ both 
groups 1 and by cOl!lpari.ng their total. gairla· from the pro .. tel!t to the post~ 
test. COmparison of individual post-test scores in relation to previous 
acbiever.lent off'ered a muat~a :for further a:nalysis, Still another area vas 
evaluated by unde1'taldllg an i t'em ~is in relation to l!nl'lWledge end 
UJJ.deretantling on both a group and an individual basis. 
Qualitative 11.11aJ.yds 'lhll! .. another method employed to validate tho 
study, This was believed to be etb.tcat:tollall;v BJld psychologically sound 
in view of the :fact that lcadiilg authorities on learning BJld the leam-
itlg process agroo that lea'l'nillg takes place within the learner, that 
teaching has not been effective unless the student has loa:rrJOd1 and that 
learning has not occurred unless tho student is ·llUar'll that she has 
learned, that io1 the learning must have moaning to the atudent, Thlo 
concept is conf'imed by Combs who statos1 "".it should not be assumod 
that learning can ever escape :from the personblity of the learnor. Since 
the perceptual field is alwa;ys orgaa:d.zed "IIi. th respect to self 1 differen-
tiation and learning IDa;y occur with more or less retel'ence to sel£i it 
can naver occur WlrOlated to eel:f,"S This method of evaluation was also 
bslit)ved to bo lJOUild from the standpoint o:f eoient:l.fio research since 
most authorities in this field .are in agreetlC11t that perception ot 
8.Arihur 11. COmbs and Dona1d Seygg, Individual Behavior (New York1 
Harper IUid Brothers, 1959)1 p. 197. 
1 
• 
2S 
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11'e1ar;dng cannot be tested,.adequately by objeotive-'~e achievement tests.: 
In order to .index constructs .~olving the subject's pba11omena1 
fie1ds 1 the examiner must use some form of self-report reapoll$e 
made by the subject as a basis ,for his inferences. In practice 
this self-report behavior has. usually taken the form o:f a verbal 
response or some aor1: ·Of choice response when the attbject is 
asked to indicate $pecif'ied oo:nacious processes. ntese methode 
seem to be the only ld.nds appropriate to this kind o:f construct, 9 
' 
. 
In accordance w.l. th the foregoing statemei!:t, analysis of the :free-respoD.~Je 
itElms which elicited student evaluations of the teaching approach and of, 
their own progress ll'lls consid.ered to be a major ;factor in determining the 
effectiveness of the approach and whether or not learning bad occurred, 
Although quantitative an4 qualitative evaluation of' the study 
were of ~finite value and revealed l!laizy' findings and relationships in 
auppo.rt of the 113Pothesis, statistical analysis 1rae necessary in order 
to accept or reject the bypOthellis, In the; initial stag()s of the stttdy1 
it was decided that the 113Pothesi$ trould be accepted at a •. 01 level of 
significance, If these conditio11s were met, the findings 1r0U1d be con-
sidered highly significant, since the dif:ferenc.es oould be attributed to. 
chance or random factors in only one out of one hundred times.10 In this 
study, random facto:J;"S were considered to be llUah things a!l residual. ef-
fecb of pre-teeting1 stilllul.ation of reea11, i:u:tellectual cudosi ty 1 ·and· 
knowledge gained during the study other than in the classes taught by thE! 
investigator. lly choosing such a rigid critical region, differences 
could be attributed to the revised approach. 
tll?.uth C. Uylie, '}!he Self Concept (L:I.nooln! University of Nebraska 
l'reas, 1961), P·. 23~24. · .• · · , · 
. 
lOwil:frid J .• Dixon and,Ji'rank J. l-!!tasey1 Jr,', Introduction to Sta-
t:l.stioal Analysis (2d ed., · New Yerk1 McGraw-Hill Book Company, lno., ' 
1957), p.9l. 
. 
' 
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Careful. consideration 11as' given to the se1ect:ion of the best sta-' 
tistica1 method for the study, since inappropriate methods cou1d effect 
the va1idity of the findings. A nonparametric method was selected. A1- . 
though it is true that parametric statistica1 tests are more powerfUl and. 
more higbl.y sensitive than nonparametric test, it must be rea1ized that , 
this is the case on1y when a11 of the basic assumptions of the particUlar 
parametric statistical. model. are met; if they cannot be met, the statis- · 
tica1 inferences made are of dubious va1idity.11 
The limitations of scope of this study did not warrant the use of 
such high-polfered tests. ·:rhe most important factor in the selection of a 
nonparametric test 11as the size of the sample, since paramotrica1 statis-
tica1 tests are only applicable to samples of at least one hundr.ed or ovEmll 
one is forced to draw from a much sma11er sample due to time, oppor-
tunity, and expense, it then becomes necessary to utilize a nonparametrio 
design.12 
The test selected for use in this study 11as the Sign Teat. Fac- · 
tors considered in deciding to employ this particUlar test 1·1ere: (1) the 
p~rer of the test, (2) the applicability of the statistioa1 model. on 
which the test is based to the data of the research, (3) the polter-effi-. 
ciency, (4) the 1eve1 of measurement achieved in the research. The Sign 1 
Test 11as applicable to the case of two related samples when the experi- , 
menter wished to establish that t11o conditions 11ere different; The on1y · 
• 
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~saumption underlying this test was that the variab1e under consideration 
had a continuous distribution.13Since this study measured kn~Iledge and 
understanding, that is, increased achievement, and theee constitu:tt~d con-
tinuous data, and !lince the size of. the salllple lias so limited, the Sign 
Test ap;;:eared appropriate. 
13Ibid. I P< 68. 
-
• 
• 
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CHAPTER IV 
The purpose of this stud;y was to detennine the effectiveness of 
a revised approach to teachillg nursing students the principles of forciillg 
nuids. It had previously been established that increased knowledge and 
tlnderstandjng of the subject would be the indicators of effectiveness. 
Therefore, data were collected and a);lal.yzed, and the findings were inter• 
preted, with respect to these two factors in order to evaluate the re-
vi,sed approach, and to accept or re,ieot the hypothesis that an increase 
;l.n student achievement would occur. The findings will be presented and 
.discussed from three .. ;major ... standpoints -- quantitative, qualitative, and. 
statistical. 
All of the data ~re derived from two major sources; the results 
of the test which tested knowledge and understanding were the first 
source, and the observations made during the testing sessions and class . 
periods were the second source. The findillgs from thil observations will 
be. discussed in the qualitative analysis •. 
The student responses to the test items found in Appendices B and 
C were the primacy source of data.l The test in Appendix B was admitrl.s-
tered to all sixteen participants one week prior to, and thirty days 
followillg 1 the classes taught by the investigator. Only the students in 
the experimental group were asked to respond to the two additional items, 
. ' . 
lsee Appendices B anci C, 
29 
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found in Appendix CJ these items were incorpo~ated into the post-teat 
given to this group. Of the eighteen best-~esponae items, it was deter-
~d that nine of these tested lmowl.edge and that the :remaining nine 
tested understanding, The three free-response items added to the data 
by revealing student attitudes, feel.ings 1 and reactions to the classes 
in general, to the topic under consideration in the classes! and toward. 
their 01·111 progress, in addition .to indicating their knowledge a.Jld under" 
stanMng of the subject matter, 
For purposes of tabulation, each of the eighteen best-response 
items received a weight of one point if correct, aJ1d a lveight of zero if' 
incorrect. The free-~espolise items were scored in a dif'f'erent manne~ aJ1d 
were considered separately. The p~e~test and poet-test results of' both 
groups are shown in 1'able 2 • 
•~ 
• 
Sl 
TABLE 2 
DISTRIBUTION. OF PllE-TEST AND POST-TEST RAW SCORES 
ACCORDING TO GROUPS 
. 
Experimental Group Control Grilup 
naw 
Scores 
Frequency . Frequency Frequezwr. Frequency 
on Pre-Test on Post-test on Pre-test on Post-test 
. 
. 
18 
1'7 
16 1 . 
15 1 
14 1 
.13 1 1 
12 3 
11 1 
10 2 3 a 
9 2. 1 2 
8 1 1 
7 ·2 2 1 
6 1 1 
5 1 
4 
Total 8 8 8 8 
. 
' 
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Quantitative analysis lfas conoe~ed with two distinct aspects --
group achievement and individual achievement -- which ware :further divid., 
ed by consideration of raw Scores, percentage sco;res 1 and item analysis •. 
By re£e=ing to the prec.eding table, certain statements could be made 
about the raw soore11 of tbe two groups. • Broadly speaking, it could be 
readily eeen that the .improvement O;i:l. the post-teat of the experimental 
group was. marked in colllparis on to that . of tlie control gt'OUJ;l. Cloller con..; 
liideration revealed that both groUJ}s 1rere similar on the pre-test, the 
control tpoOUJ;l being the slightest degrQe higher 1cl th scores ranging from ' 
six to ten as opposed to the five to ten range of the experimental group.' 
. -
In. other words, the lowest raw score of both groUps, the score. 'of five, 
occurred in the experiment~ groUJ}.. ·Even with this apparentd "".is~~dv·an·tagre,!i 
the scores ot the experimental groUp were intreased so that they ranged 
from el.even to sixteen on the post-test; the scores of the control groUp 
were only. increased so that the range was :from seven to thirteen. · On the 
pra .. test. the highest score in 'both groups 1ms ten; the highest eoore on • 
the post-.teet Wall only thirteeil in 'the control group, but, in tM experi-
mental group, it 1ms llixteen. Therefore, the over-all scores of the ex-
verimental group improved by six points while the scores of the control 
gr<>Up we:r;e illlproved by only a one to three point dif.ferenoe. It should 
also be noted that all scorE!s in the experimental group lTere increased, 
w!P.l.e the scores o.f the control group tended to reme.i:n essentially the 
sBllle. 
Further comparison of total grOUJ} achievement c:ould be made by 
looking at Table 8. Qn the pre-test, out o.f a possible total number of 
points of 1441 the experimental groqp earned sixty-three; and the control· 
sa 
• TABLE a INDlVIDUAL ACHIEVEl-IENT ACCORDlNG TO 
RAN SCORES .AND PERCENTAGE 
'' . · . 
. 
. 
. 
Student Raw Score Percentage 
Pre-Test -~"" .-'));,.,. I Gain Pre-Test I Post-Te.st J Gain 
. 
. 
Experimental· Group 
·. 
A 10 14 4 55 77 22 
B 10 13 a 55 72 17 
c 7 11 4 as 61 2a 
D 7 12 5 a8. 66 28 
E 9 16 7 50 88 88 
I F 6 12 6 38 66 88 
G 9 15 6 50 88 88 
• 
H 5 12 7 14 66 52 
Total 68 105 42 
Mean 7.9 13.1 5.25 48 72 29 
Cllntro1 Group 
. 
Al 9 10 1 . 50 55 5 : 
BJ. 10 18 8 55 72 17 
' 
c1 10 10 0 55 55 0 
D1 7 9 2 88 50 12 
Ej_ 7 8 1 88 44 6 
' Fl 10 10 0 55 55 0 
/ 
' Clj, 8 9 1 44 50 6 
H1 6 . 7 1 88 38 5 
Total 67 76 8 
Mean 8.4 9 .• 5 1 46 52 6 
. 
• 
• 
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group earned sixty-seve11. Again, the control group had an apparent ad-
vantage, On the post-test1 the numb.er of total possible pointe still re-:-
maining the same, the experimental· group. earned a total of 105 pOints, a • 
gain o£ :t'orty-twtl points 1 as opp!lsed to the seventy-six pointe earned by 
the control group, a total gain of only eighi; points. The difference 
between the composite post-test scores of the two groupe was twenty-nine, 
as opposed to the :four point di:f:f'e;rence on the pre-test. An average gain 
of' only l)na pOint in the control group in contr!ll3t to an average gain of 
five a:nd one-fourth point$ in the experimental group was an additional 
observation that could be tnade from the table,. 
Thus, from the analysis of . group achievement according to raw 
scores, it could be inferred that the experimental group shcn~ed signifi-
cant improvement after being taught according to the revised apProach, 
A second area· of co,nsideration in the quantitative analysis was 
the achievement of individual subjects, ·which is also shown in Table a. 
Certain relationships betireen individual scores were apparent and were 
quite striking. For instance, on the pre-teat, the l~est score of :five 
nas J!lade by Student H :l.n the experimental group. The second lowest ra1r 
score of six was made by Student F (experimental group) and Student n1 
(control group). On the post-test, however, Students H a:nd F achieved a. 
raw llcore o:f twelve, while Student H1 @ly gailied one point by achieving 
a raw score of seven. In terms of per cent, Student H1 ll pre-test score I · 
of fourteen per cent was iD.Qreased to sixty-six per cent, but Student a1•,s 
thirty-three per cent was i:lnly increased to thirty-eight per cent. In 
other words, the scores of the students who rankel!, 1~ept in the experi-
mental group were significantly ;improved while, in the control group, the 
. 
• 
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student lfho ranked the lowest remained about the srune. 
The highest raw score on the pre-teat was ten. Only two students 
in the experimental group received this score; three students in the con-
trol group received this score on the pre-test, two of' uhich remained the 
srune on the .. post-test. That is, the highest ranld.ng students in the ex-
perimental group improved still :further on the post-test; two. of' the thl'-eell 
highest. students in the control group remained exactl~ the same, Ao-
oountiDg :for the improvement of' the one student in the control group ltho 
ranked highest on the pre-test and further improved on the post-test lea•dall 
to the discussion of' individual gains. 
Student BJ. achieved the highest score in the control group on 
both the pre-test and post-test, and showed the greatest individual gain. 
It lTatr of' intere13t to speculate as to what her improvement could be at-
tributed, The :fact that she was the only student in the control group to 
make a significant gain is noteworthy in itself'. Out of au of' the sub-
jects, thi!'l student ~ed as oM ot the highest according to the various 
ori teria used :for the matchiDg of groups; au of' her scores lrere in the 
upper ninetieth percentile. Since these criteria were indicators of past 
achievement and s¢holastic aptitude; it is quite liltely that her marked 
improvellient might be due to the :fact that the pre-test brought the sub-
ject of' fluid&, which she had previously been taught, to her level of' 
awarones!'l once again; this could have been c-onducive to reaau of her 
previous learniDg1 or might have stimulated her intellectual curiosity 
and prompted her to do independent study and inquiry. 
In contrast to the random :factors that were apparently operating 
in the case o:f Student ll11 it was meaningful .to observe that this was not 
• 
• 
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the prevailil!g tren<I as is evidenced by the £act that . two students in the 
control group (Students C1 and F:J.) showed no improvement at all, and foul-
students (Students Al, El, G11 and Hl) only achieved a gain Of one point; 
In other words, only twenty-fivG per c;ent of the control group showed 
slight improvement, ~lhile o11e hundred per :cent Of the e:xperil;!ental group. 
shwed oomparitively inarked .improvement. Since all students had .-nr<av:lr:·nc ouu"B·-11 
.ly been ·taught tbe same subject matter and the test was not gea:ed speci.,. 
£ically to the unit outline1 ;this indicat.ed that the differences 11., • ..,.,.:. •g• 
c;ould be justly attrubited to the revised teaching approach. It also in-
dicated that extraneous factors such as residual effects of pretesting, 
intellectual curiosity, independent inquiry and investigation, and !lnowl-
edge gained elsewhere were kept at a minimum during the study, 
One additi(lnal. factor Waf! indicated by Table 3 1 namely, that the 
B.mal:lest individual gain in the e:xperimental group was the same as the 
greatest individual gain in the control group. 
Considli!ration of individual achievement and individual gains 
provided ~ findings that strongly favored the validity of the bypoth-
esis, 
The last area that waa evaluated quantitatively lms achieved by 
i tam analysis 1 whereby the eighteen best-response items lrere classified 
i:oto the two separate categories. o.f knowledge and understanding. Again,· 
comparisons ~rere made o:o both a:o individual and group basis1 as well as ' 
comparing the diffarenc;es .between the types of items most frequently an-
1 
swered inc;orrectly by each group;. 
The findings with respect to group ac;bievement and group differ-
enc;es in knowledge a:od understa:odil!g a,fe shown in Table 4. . 
• 
" 
• 
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TABLE 4 
COMPAlliSON OF GROUP ACHIEVE~IENT IN RELATION TO HNOWLEDGE AND 
UNDEBSTANDING .ACCORDING TO NUMBER .AND PERCENTAGE 
. OF CORRECT ITEMS 
" 
IF======F===================F==================~Ii 
Group 
Experi-
mental 
Control 
D;l.ffer-
ence 
Knowledge Understanding 
Number Percentage 
Pre- Poet- Gain Pre .. Poet- r. .. ~" IPrA. 1'i\,0 •• 
test test te!]t test. ftest ~est 
" 
32 58 26 44 81 37 31 47 
32 37 5 44 51 7 35 39 
Percentage 
16 43 65 22 
4 49 54 5 
0 21 21 0 30 30 -4 8 12 -6 11 17. 
"" 
' 
The total ~er of correct responses possible for each group in 
. 
each category was seventy-two,. 011 the pre-test, both groups were similar 
in their standings in each of the categories, the mean number of points 
for both groups in both areas being thirty-two and one'-half out of a poe.,. 
sible seventy>-tlro, or with an average o.f forty-five per cent correl;tness. 
This mean was increased to forty-seven points on the post-test, with the 
experimental group above the mean in both categories, and the control 
grOUp belalf the mean in both areas. The mean per cent for both groups 
in both categories 011 the post-teat was sixty-three. per cent;. again, the 
e;xperimental group was above the, mean in both hn.Olfledge and understanding 
and the control group was belOlf. 
Further comparison of the wo groups with mora specific reference 
' 
" " 
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to the individual categories ahotved that 'both groupe had exactly thirty-
two of the seventy-two possible points on the knmvledge items in the pre-
teat. This was increased by only five points in the control group in 
comparison to an increase of twenty-six points in the eJCllerimsntal group, 
lfith reepect to understanding, again, both groups were similar on the 
pre-test1 the control group was four points higher. Yet, the control 
group only shmved a four point increase as compared to the sixteen point· 
increase of the experimsntal group in the post-'test. The :forty-three per 
cent of' the· ~er:i.mental group was increased to sixty-five per cent; the. 
forty-nine per cent of the control group was only increased to fifty-four 
per cent. It ll'as interesting to note that, in both groups, the greatest 
increase with respect to total group scores was in the area of knwledge. 
Analysis of total group achievement with respect to the tlvo in-
dicators of effectiveness, therefore, showed. that the experimental 'group 
improved markedly in both knowledge and understanding, with the more out-
. 
standing improvement in the area of' lmOwledge. 
Further comparison of group achievement with respect to indi vidu'-
al items is shmvn in TabJ.ea 5 and 6. · 
Reference to TabJ.e 5 shows that, on the pre-test, only two items 
1vhich tested knotrledge (items 7 and 14) were answered incorrectly by all· 
of the stude.nts in the experimental group. These same items were missed 
by over half of·the students in the control group. Item 7 was concerned 
with increasing the fluid intake in a patient with gout, and Item 14 was 
associated with the results of an inadequate fluid intake in nephritis.2 
2see AppendiX D, 
I 
.) .) ·~~ 
TABLE 5 
RESULTS OF l'.I!EM ANALYSIS SHOlttNG INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT 
lN RELATION TO IINOliLEDGE, ACCOJIDlNG TO 
NUMBER AND PER.CENT.AGE OF CORllEcr ITEMS 
. 
Pre-test Post-Test 
Student 
Number of Item Total ·Number .of Item Total 
' 
0 I t) I '/Ill j.U:j~ill~41 :L'fi,LIS Numoer l.t'er cen't o I t) I 'fill 1121:Lill :L41l.'ll :LIS Number 1 Per cen't 
; ·. 
Experimental Group . 
. . 
A 1 1 0 0 o ;o '() 1 1 4 44 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 7 77 
B 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 5 55 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 8 . 88 "' <D 
. 
c 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 33 1 1 1 0 0 i 1 1 1 7 77 
D 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 6 66 1 l. 11 1 1 0 1 0 7 77 
E 0 1 0 0 0 .1 0 1 l. 4 44 1 1 1 1 1 l. 1 1 1 9 99 
F 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 4 44 1 l. 1 1 0 l. 0 1 1 7 77 
G 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 33 1 1 1 1 l. l. 0 1 1 8 88 
H 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 l. 3 33 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 5 55 
Total 5 6 (J 2 3 3 0 7 6 32 7 8 8 6 4 8 2 8 7 58 
- - -- -
1- • • 
TABLE 5, continued 
Pre-test Post-Test 
Student 
Number of Item Total Number of Item Total 
51 61 7llll12l13l14ll7l18 Number IPer cent 51 61 7llll12l13ll4ll7118 Number I Per cent 
Control Group 
A1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 6 66 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 4 44 
llJ_ 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 5 55 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 6 66 
~ 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 5 55 1 1 1 0·0 0 1 1 1 6 66 ""' 0 
Dj_ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 11 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 33 
~ 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 33 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 4 44 
Fl 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 5 55 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 5 55 
Gl 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 5 55 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 5 55 
~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 22 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 4 44 
Total 7 4 2 2 1 1 4 6 5 32 6 6 1 2 2 3 5 6 6 37 
'. 
-
• • 
TABLE 6 
i 
11ESULTS OF ITEM ANALYSIS SHOWING INDIVIDUAL AClllEVEHli:NT IN 
BELATIOlll TO llNDERSTANDING, ACCORDING TO NUliBER 
AND PERCENTAGE OF CORREcr ITEMS 
--
Pre-test Post-test 
student 
Number of' !tem Total Number of' Item. Total 
1121 3141 819110115116 Number I Per cent 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 8 I 9110 115116 Number I Per cent 
-Experimental Group 
A 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 6 66 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 7 77 ~ .... 
B 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 5 55 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 5 55 
. 
c 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 .1 1 4 44 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 4 44 
D 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 ll 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 5, 55 
E 0 0 1 0 l 0 1 1 1 5 55 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 l l '7 77 
F 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 1 0 2 22 0 0 1 l 1 0 0 1 1 5 55 
G 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 6 66 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 7 77 
H 0 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 1 2 22 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 '7 77 
. 
Total 0 2 3 1 7 3 5 6 5 3l 2 4 6 2 8 4 5 8 8 47 
.. 
' 
.-'. 
. 
' 
-
' 
• • 
. 
~ 6, continued 
Pre-test Post-test 
Student . 
Number o£ Item Total. Number o£ Item Total. 
11 21 31 41 81 9I10il5l16 Number I Per cent 1 I 2 I a I 4 I 8 I 9Jl0j_15J16 Number j_ Per cent 
Control Group 
. 
Al 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 3 33 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 6 66 
B1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 l. l. 5 55 0 1 1 0 1 1 l. 1 1 7 Tl 
c1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 5 55 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 4 44 
"" t.> 
Dl 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 6 66 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 6 66 
E1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 4 44 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 4 44 
F1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 5 55 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 5 55 
GJ. 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 3 33 0 l 0 0 l 0 0 1 1 4 44 
Hl 0 0 0 0 l 1 1 1 0 4 44 0 0 0 0 1 0 l l 0 3 33 
Total. 0 1 1 0 8 5 5 8 7 35 0 5 5 0 7 4 5 8 s 39 
. 
• 
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The most frequent incon-ect response to Item 7 lras that the patient 
should receive a high purine diet. 'l'tfo assumptioll!j !llight be inade from 
this finding, First, the .students probably 1rere relatively unfamiliar 
with gout as a cotuiition and coul.d recall veey little about it; yet, they 
probably trere able to recall the as sooiat.:i.on of' this oondi tion 1d th 
.purines, and therefore, guessed the response pertaining to purine diet to 
be the correct one. Secondly, they were not aware of' the :function of' 
fluids in maintaining the quality as well as the volume of' the circulat-
ing blood, or at least, they were unable to apply this knowledge to a 
specific condition" However, on the. post.,.test1 this item 11aa answered 
correctly by all eight students in the experimental group indicating that 
the general physiological prinoipll.e had been understood, retained, and 
coul.d be applied to a specific condition by the s~udenta themselves, evell 
if' they were relatively unfamiliar with the details of' the condition. 
This was one of' the goals of' the revised teaching approach. No signifi-
cant changes appeared in the co~trol group with regard to Item 7. 
There wee very little improvement in either group with regard to· 
Item 14, There was a possibility that thi!3 couJ.d have been due to the 
wording of' the question which may have been misleading and ambiguous to 
the students •. 
The only other marked inCrease i:n the e:xperimsntal group wes 
seen in relation to Item 13 which was conce.rned w:i. th the primary real) on . 
f'or increasing the fluid· intake in !!ystemic infections. OI!ly three ot 
the eight students responded correctly to this item on the pre-test; this 
was i:nore!lsed to a one htlndred per cent con:-eot response in the post-
test. The most :frequent incorrect response to this item was that fluids 
• 
• 
.. 
would be . increased to reduce fever, This supported the investigator' a 
belief that there was a tendency for students to have only a superficial.. 
ltnwledge of the importance of fluids 1 rather than depth of understanding 
which tlot;ald lead them' to t)rl;nk bayonet the increased temperature; to. the 
more disastrous complicatio;ns which migbt1 result from the factors that 
were opefating, and of which the fever was. merely a symptom, Their im-
provemen-1: o:n this item in .. the .post-test again indicated another S!)hieve-
' ' 
ment of ~ne of'.,the goal.s. of the revised teaching approach .,-- to stress 
complicatl-ons in order to make the stu(l.enta more aware of the co:nsE!qu.en.e~,lsll 
of negle~ting to force fluids and of the underlying reasons for being 
. ' ' . 
' persiste~t in their attempts to have patients take oral fluids. 
' ' ' . 
. Certain other factors were apparent in e:gami ni ng the differences 
of the groups in the catego~ of knowledge. In the post-test, the cor-
rect response to four of the Dine items was given by aJ.l students in the 
experimental. group. In the control group, there were no items that were 
., 
correctly .answered by all members of the group. ~ looking at the total 
' 
number of points scored by each .student in the catego~ of knowledge, it 
could be : seen that there wee an increa,se for al.l. eight students of 1:he 
e.xpe~tal. group from the pre-test to the post-test, the mean gain 
' i . 
being fo*r points with tl:le gains ranging from two to five points. The 
mean gai* of the control. group was only six-tenths of a point; one stu-
dent lost two points, two students re'mained the same, and the highest 
gain was i an increase of. two points • 
It was also interesting to note that Students E and G each made 
.a gain of five points, increasing their knowledge scores by over fifty 
per cent! 
; 
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. 
Comparison o~ the students as to their understanding of' fluid 
balance may be found in Table 6. 
Itema l and 4 1vere miased by all but one of the students in both 
groups. On the post-test, although no change occurred in the control 
group, only · an increase of one to two pointe occurred in the eXperimen-
tal group, This may have been. due to ·the £act, that these items were of 
the ranking type and involved nursing judgment which maltes it difficult 
to definitely state whether the· response is correct or incorrect. The 
opinions o£ the stt~dents may have differed from the investigator' a with-, 
out being gross errors, but for tabtllation purposea these answers had to' 
be scored as incorrect, 
On the post-test, three of nine items testing 11nderstanding were 
answered correctly by all stude:nt11 in the experimental gro11p. In the 
co!).trol group1 only one item was answered correctly by all members of 
the group. 
The totai number of points scored by each student in the experi-
mental gro11p in the ll!'.derstand,ing category increased by zero to five 
pointe, the mean gain bei!).g two points. Two students in the experimen-
tal group (Students B and C) remained the aame from pre-test to .,v.>L "'"". 
in terms o£ understanding. The mean gain of the control gro11p was one 
point, with four stt~dents remaining the same, and one student decreasing 
her score by one point. 
From Tables 5 and 6, then, it wa:s seen that1 althot~gh the experi,. 
mental group improved more than the control group in terms of understand-
ing, this difference 1vas not as marked as in the area of knowledge. 
In .summary, qllantitative analysis o£ the two groups 1dth respect 
• 
• 
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to both individual and group aohievement. in the areas of )mowledge and 
understanding of'f'ered ll!aD¥ findings in support of the hypothesis. 
Qualitative analysis 'res dona on data derived from two sourc:ea --
the sel£-rep'ortil of the subjects, and the reports o£ persons other than 
the students, namely, the investigator and the observer-recorder present 
at the first olass session; 
Self-reports of the.subjects were elicited in Part III of the 
test, and by the two additional items which were incorporated into the 
post-test of the eJq>Brimental group. In Part III, the students. were 
asked to write a brief paragraph stating why they believed it lras import-
·. ant to carry out medical orders to give· fluidS to patients. Since this· · 
was a free-response item, and was given to both groups in the pre-test 
and the post-test1 it t7as necessary to categorize the responses for pur-
poses of comparison, these oategorized responses are shown in ~able 7. 
Individual stulient responses in their enUrety are ;i.nqluded in Appendix . 
D.3 
It was found that the responses of the students to Part III were 
based on three general conoeptst (1) fluids shoul.d be given to meet the 
normal physiological. requirements' of a healthy individual, (2) fluids 
should be given to meet these requirements whioh are altered by illness, 
and for their therapeutic value to the individual trho is ill, and (3) 
fluids should be given to fulfill the ethicai and professional responsi-
bilities of the nurse. 'rhe most frequent specific responses were cate-
gorized under f~:~ur maj1:1r headings which ware the general physi~:~log:l.cal 
3see Appendix D . 
. 
' . 
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A B c D E 
.. 
I Total F G H A1 ~ ,c1 1»1 E1 F1 ~ IH1 Total , 
I# ~ ~· 1/8' iq&~ I~· Pr.«· 1/8 1 ' 
J!i"o' ¢' q&:• 2/2 1 ¢' JV'o' I~· 2/1' 
0/0' x/x! ~· 2/2'' 
J!i"r 1/J.' ~I lxM 2/2'' 
. i. ~· xfot 1/1 1 · . lx/x' lofo' . 1/21 . 
x.k' l¢c' I~· I~· x,&• 3/5'. :n/o' 
*· 
~ prpc. .. prpc' 5/41 
IJV'x• ./ .. ,_. 2/2 1 o/.x• '~· ~x' 1/3' IVf• •y v . ~o' lofo' 1/l' x/o1 1/01 
I x,&• -1~ !vM . . 8/2' \.;o• lx.M 2/l' 
• ! o,&• ¢' 1/1'. lofir' 0/1'' 
iofir' cfo.• JV'o' 1/21 . 'xjo' illi"x' '2/1 1 • 
•. 0/0 1 J •. L 2/1 1 ' "f~ •yv 
J!i"o' IJ!j"d x,h• . 8/0' ojo.• 
I~· q&t lc¢:• l~ i o/.x' ¢' q&:t 2/7• :x,&• "#. lo/.x• 1v'~ xP' ti~~. 
.I. .I J.' . 1 3/0i · ~o' Wo1 ,~, Wd 3/1' IJVO' 
I b&• !o.6t• 0/2 1 brio' '1/d 2/0• 
I~· 0/l' 0/01 
IJ!i"o' J!j"d .L I ' ~· . 5/8 1 . Wo· o/.x' IJ# 2/21 ' I"'''- 1.,- ..,-. 
.. ffd I~· • 1/1' prp' ixfo' .. Pt:. ~ 4/2' . 
x/d lifo' ll¢c' 8/1' ~· 0/1' . ¢' . lo/.x• 1/21 ~· 0/1' • 
·x• n"' Ol1 the nno+-+<>ai; j 0 I no . .,.,,H nn. on.'lhe ... 
. 
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prineiples of' increasing fluid intake and 1rere subdivisions of' the gen-
eral concepts. The most significant fact in Table 7 is the sharp in-
crease (f'rom ttvo to seven) in the number of' students in the experimental 
group uho mentioned on the post-test that adequate fluid intake can pre-
vent compiications. Therefore, the belief that overlearning in the area 
. o£ complications would be lrOrthtrhile, 1ms supported. 
Reference to .Appendix D reveals that some additional responses 
were given by the experimenta1 group on the post-test lfhich lrere not in-· 
eluded in Table 7 because of' their relative inf'requency; however1 this 
did not detract from the relevance or significance. The comments by 
Student A that disast.rous results could be related to any one person 
shirking the task of' forcing fluids, by Student c 1rho said that she now 
thought of' orders to force fluids as being as important. as medication 
orders, and Student D who stated that she nouldn't lfant to feel responsi-
ble for later complications of an inadequate intake, as well as the in-
creased use of the first p~rson lthen uriti:ng their paragraphs, were in-
dicative that the problem of adequate fluid intake and the nursing 
responsibilities in oral fluid therapy had become more personal to the 
students. The students had come to recognize their individual responsi-. 
bilities to patients and their individual contributions to the recovery 
of' patients requiring increased fluids. That is, the students could now 
see this learning in relation to self', rather than viewing it as some-
thing for nhich others 1rould assume the reaponsibili ty. The comment by 
Student E that it is a shame that all nursing personnel aren't aware of 
the importance of fluids supports another one of the investigator's be-
lief's which ~ms 1 in part 1 a basis of the hypothesis. It might also be an 
• 
• 
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; 
indication of' the student's .own state of' atrareness of the importance of 
f'luids prior to the classes 11hich were part of' the study. 
The l!econd aspect of the qualitative analysis 1ras the considera~ 
tion of the responses of' the experimental group to the two additional 
items in an effort . to determine· their feelings, attitudes 1 opinions con-
cerning the classes 1 the revis!ld teaching approach, . and their own prog- · 
ress. 
The first additional item asked the students to franllly express 
their f'eelings about havi~:~g to attend the tlvo classes l1hich lfere part of'. 
the :.;esearch study. Reference to AI>Pendix E, where the cOlllplete re-
sponses of' the students are included1 will sh01v that they were surpris-
ingly honest and f'rank. 4 Both negative and positive feelings and atti-
tudes were expressed. In general, most of the comments were made in 
reference to the importance .of. the subject matter, the value of the 
classes, the time at which the. classes 'Were schedUled, and the feelings 
about being involved in a research study. The prevaili~:~g negative feel-
ings which might have affected the students 1 motivation, interest, · atten-
tiveness, and receptivensss to the teaobillg, at least initially, were thlil 
fact that the~ had to leave the wards at a time when they were most busy 
ill order to .rush to class 1 and the :fact that they tvere a .1i ttle confused 
and .suspisci·ous as to 11hy they had been chosen to participate in the 
study. It was interesting though1 that tvhile these f'eelings 11ere nega-
tive in some students, the same factors had a positive ef'fect on some of 
the other students. The most prevalent positive feelings 11hioh probably 
4see Appendix E. 
. 
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greatly affected the students' motivation, interest, and receptiveness tct 
the teaching were the sudden awareness of their lack of knouledge and 
need for a revieu1 and the f'ee].ing that they would profit by attending 
the classes. 
It could be seen from the comments of the students in response to 
this item that the feelings of , mol!t of the. l!tudents were quite unfavor-
able at first, but that all of :thelll had changed their ideas by the com-
pletion of the study, This ch!lnge was quite apparent in their behavior 
during the class sessions, and 1tas e!Ulily observable by the investigator, 
The student comments, however1 ·supported the assumptions made on the 
basis of these observations. It should be noted that this change might 
not have taken place so readily, or perhaps not at all, if the lecture 
method had been used. By questioning the students and encouraging dis-
cussion, they, themselves, became aware of their needs in this area. 
They 1rould have been reluctant to accept this fact if' they had merely 
been told about it by another person, particularly an outsider, If they 
had not been required to think about what they knew and what they did not 
knl>lr, and to subject themsel.vos to this sort of' self-examination, they 
might have just passively attended tho classes, all the time being con-
fident that they kne1r the course content and had no need for any greater 
understanding. Serio1.1s consideration of their 1realmesaes in this area 
offered some form of motivation and positively influenced the students' 
feelings abo1.1t attending the c1asses. 
In the second additional i tam, it 1ras bro1.1ght to the students' 
attention that, in general, the material' presented in these classes was 
material they had been taught previously. They were aslred if they had 
• 
• 
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noted aey differences and, if so, to briefly identifY aey differences 
they perceived. 
All students 11nani mously agreed that there was def'ini tely a 
difference. The specific diff~rences they perceived were somewhat varied 
but all of' them ltere directly collneoted lrith differences in the way the 
material was taught, and 1rere of' a positive nature. These ideas can be 
seen by a summary of their comments. The major differences identified 
by the students ltere: (1) the matarial pres.ented was more technical and 
offered greater depth and breadth; yet, it was easier to understand be-
cause of the C::lari ty of presentation and the s.equential order that was 
followed; (2) the material. was presented by a nurse rather than by doc-
tors 11h0 look at· the subject from a differant standpoint and stress 
different points that are not as meaningful or helpful .to student nurses 1 
(8) the·importance of fluids became paramount because fluids were con-
sidered as a separate entity rather than being incorporated as an .inci-
dental part of the consideration of various disease conditions l ( 4) the 
necessity and importance of fluids became more apparent when viewed in 
relation to the complications that can result from neglect; (5) the mate-
rial was presented in a varied manner as a sequence of events rather than 
according to the usual stereotyped pattern of discussing disease condi-
tions; and (6) general principles 119re presented in such a way as to en-. 
courage and facilitate more diversity in application to various illnesses 
In general, the foregoing were,the essence of the comments of the stu-
dents. However, summarization detracted from the full meaning and impaot 
of' the students' comments; therefore, the responses are included, ver 
. 
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batum, in Appendix F. 5 
The striking similarity between the six major points made by the 
students end the concepts underlying the revised teaching approach and 
technique 1ddch was the highlight o£ the study, was very significant. 
The :fact that the students were able to identifY the essential points 
indicated that the approach was effective in so :far as the classes had 
meaning for the students. These comments by the students were most 
creditable to the teaching approach, and offered support to the validity 
of the hypothesis. 
Before concluding the qualitative Bllalysis 1 it seemed wortlnghile 
to consider some of the observations made by the investigator and the 
observe~recorder. Probably the most prominent :feature was the observ-
ance of the students during the :first half hour of the :first class ses-
sion. They came into the classroom with a rather apparent attitude of 
indifference·, lethargy 1 and sitspicion as indicated by their :facial ex-
pressions and restless mannerisms. This attitude changed to one of being 
highly indignant .when they learned that the subject matter :for these 
classes was going to be about :fluids, which they ware quite sure they 
already knew thoroughly. However, having been reminded of the proximity 
of' State Board Examinations,. and finding themselves unable to answer the 
very basic questions posed by the investigator, their :feeling of con:fi-
dance and indifference rapidly changed. Once made aware of this lack of' 
knowledge, their change o:f attitude was reflected in everything they did 
-- they sat more erect, looked more alert, asked meaningful questions, 
participated enthusiastically in all of' the discussions, and prepared 
. 
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. 
their out-of-Class assignment quite willingly. 
• The diligent efforts of the eXperimental group again became 
apparent during the post.-testi.Jlg session. These student11 were found 
musing ov~r the questions, 'and ,their facial e:xpresaiow and mannerislllll 
indicated they were caref'ully thinld.ng through the itel!lll. Three stu-
. . 
dents in the experimental group came to the dealt for clarification of 
questions which indicated they had been stimulated to thought. It may 
also have been evidence of the •developlllllnt .of an effective student-
teacher relationship whereby the stude~ts were. anxious to do their best, 
and were ~ot shy about approaching the investigator. Another interesting 
f'acet of this session 1ras that; although the eXperimental group had to 
stay longer ·in order to an&lrer the two addi tionai i tel!lll, they did not . 
appear to rttsh or become annoyed; instead they seemed amtl.ous to eXpress , 
their feelings ·and apinions abtiut the.classes which is supported by the 
f'act that their responses to this particular item were the lengthiest; 
Although quantitative and qualitative analysis of the data re-
vealed many findings and relationships Which were highly supportive in 
the direction of the hypothesia, acceptance or rejection of the hypoth-
esis was dependent on the statistical analysis of the data according to 
the Sign Test. The results of this test are shown .in Table 8. 
The pre.:.test raw .scores of' the matched students in both groups 
1rere plaeed on an ordinal scale and the post-test scores were treated 
likewise. By dif'ferences betlreen the 1;lro scores, a direction was deter• 
mined which was designated by either a positive or negative sign, unless 
the difference was zero. AftE!r det$rmining. the number of times the less 
frequent Sign occurred (x), it was subtracted f'r()lll the number of both 
' . . 
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• /' TABLE 8 
RESULTS OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS, ACCORDING TO THE SIGN TEST 
Matched Students Ralv Scores Sign 
Pre-test 
. 
A- Ai 10- 9 + 
D - B1 10- 10 0 Direction of 
c- c1 9 - 10 - difference 
D - »1 9 - 10 -
XE>Xc 
.I N = 5 E - E1 7- 7 0 
:F - F1 7- 7 0· :X c 2 
G- ~ 6 - 8 + p = 0.5 
H- H1 5- 6 + 
• Note: No significance in direction of differences. ' 
Post-test 
·. 
A - A1 14- 10 + 
B- ~ . 13 - 13 0 
Direction of 
(:- ~ '16.., 10 + difference 
D - D1 15 - 10 + XE>Xc 
E- ~ 12 - 8 + N=7 
F- F1 11 - 9 + 
x=O 
G- ~ 12- 9 + 
H - H1 12- 7 + 
p c 
.008 
Note: Value .greater than region of rejection, accept hypothesis 
at .01. 
I 
- ' I 
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positive and negative signs (N), since the zero values are excluded in • 
/ ' 
the Sign Test. By use of the formula for the Sign Test, and by referring 
to the appropriate statistical table, the probability of the difference 
occurring to chance was dete~iled.. Since the level of significance 
associated with acceptance or rejection of the hypothesis is al',a,ys 
represented by a probability, the hypOthesis would be accepted if the 
probability was as l.ow as • 01. 
In the case of the pre-test, the probability was 0. 5 indicating , 
. that the probability of the differences occurring due to chance or to 
the revised approach were equal. Therefore, since there was no signifi- , 
canoe in the direction of the differences, it could be inferred that 
random f'aotor13 were operating and that the findings 1rere not statistical• 
ly significant . 
However, on the post-test, the. probability was .008 indicating 
that the differences could be attributed to chance success only eight 
times in. one thousand. The direction: of the differences being signifi-
cant, and the probability value of .008 being greater thim the region of 
rejection, the hfllothesis Wall validated at a • 01 level of Significance. 
' 
. 
' . 
• 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
The purpose o~ the stutzy' wail to determine the e~~ectiveness o~ 
a revised approach to teaching nursing students the principles o~ forcing 
fluids. The need for a stuey 0~ this type was determined, and its utili-
ty to the nursing profess.ion was justified f'rom a clinical, educational, 
and professional standpoint. 
On the baSis of past experience, it was the belief of the inves-
tigator that oral fluid therapy lfas a 'grossly neglected area1 this was 
confirmed by the review of literature and by the comments elicited .in 
several unstructured intervielrS ldth nurses in staff, administrative, and 
educational positions. It lias further believed that most nursing stu-
dents £ailed to carry out medical orders to force fluids because they 
lacked knOlfledge and understanding of the physiological reasons for doing 
so, as well as an a~eness of the complications that could arise as a 
consequence of neglecting their responsibilities to the patient in need 
o~ increased fluid intake. On the basis of these assumptions, it was 
proposed that the usual ways of teaching this subject were inadequate, 
and should be revised to emphasize these particular principles. · It was 
hypothesized that a revised approach to teaching the principles of forc-
ing fluids with emphasis on broad, general principles and ld th overlearn-
ing in the area of complications of neglect would result in increased 
56 
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knowledge and understanding o~ the subject. 
The study was conducted in one diploma school o~ nursing. Six-
teen students in the thirty-second month o~ their educational program 
were selected as participants, all o~ whom had previously received in-
struction in this subject as a part of their regular curriculum. At ~ea.c·l"t-11 
er-constructed test was administered to all sixteen students to determine 
their exietant knowledge and Ulideretanding o~ the subject. The subjects 
were divided into two groupe lihich were designated as experimental and 
control on the basis or their raw scores on the pre-teat, high school 
standing, banding credentials, .and diploma percentile scores on the 
American Council on Education Psychological Examination and the National 
League ~or Nursing Achievement-Teat in Medical Surgical Nursing. 
The control group received no ~urther teaching. The experimental 
group received two hours of instruction according to a unit outline 
structured for purposes o~ the. study and based on the concepts set ~orth 
in the h,vpotheeis. General pbysiological principles o~ fluid needs were 
explained and1 through group discussion, the students were helped to 
apply these principles to various conditions, determine the physiological 
explanations, and consider the possible complication resulting ~rom in-
adequate intake in relation to each ease. The students were also en-
couraged to do independent thiJUdng1 and to evaluate their otm strengths 
and weaknesses in relation to knowledge and understanding o~ fluids. 
They were assisted in the discovery o~ meaningtUl. relationships, in the 
application o~ general principles to a variety o~ speci~ic conditions, 
and in the trans~er o~ this learning to new, but similar, situations. 
Thirty days ~allowing the completion o~ these classes, the same 
. 
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. 
te!lcher-constructed test was administered to both groups. Two additional 
free-response items were incorporated into the post-test o£ the experi-
mental group in order to elicit some comments regarding their :feelings 
about having to attend the classes, and their opinions regarding the e£-
:fectiveness of the revised teaching approach. 
The data :were analyzed quantitatively, qualitatively, and statis-
tically in relation to increased kn01t'ledge and understanding. 
Quantitative analysis tl:f' ralv scores and percentage scores showed 
that both groups were similar in their standings on the pre-test, but the 
experimental group showed marked improvement on the post-test. Both 
group and individual gains 1rere signi:ficantly higher in the experimental 
group. The control group shcnred no signi:ficant gains. Item analysis 
showed that the greatest gain in both groups was in the area of Imowl-
edge; hcnrever 1 the experimental group showed an increase in both knowl· 
edge and understanding, 
Qualitative analysis revealed that the students had both positive 
and negative :feelings about attending the classes. Hcmever, all students 
were strongly in :favor of the revised way o£ teaching. They 1vere able to 
perceive and identify the dif~erences in the approach, and o:f:fered 11131zy 
comments as to h01r they :felt this had :favorably affected their learning, 
The Sign Test was selected :for the statistical analysis, and· it 
was decided to accept the teypothesis at a , 01 level of significance. The 
statistical calculations resulted in a .008 level of significance, and 
the hypothesis was validated. 
( 
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Conclusiona 
On the basis of' the findings of' this study, the following con-
clusiona 1rere made1 
1. Students themselves recognbed that their knowledge and 
understanding of' the principles of' forcing fluids was inade-
quate, and felt the need f'or a better background in this area. 
2. Teaching the principles of' forcing fluids by emphasizing the 
general physiological principles and the complicationa of' 
neglecting to supply an adE!_quate fluid intake was effective 
in increasing knOirledge and understanding of' the ·Subject. 
3. Teaching the principles o.f forcing fluids as a separate unit 
was conducive to greater depth of' understanding and apprecia-
tion of' the importance of' oral fluid therapy. 
4. Learning and retention of' learning uas enhanced when students 
were provided with an opportunity, through classroom discus-
sion, to apply general principles to a variety of specific 
conditions and to develop the ability to transfer this learn-
i:ng to other nelr, but similar, ~lituations. 
5. Ref'ere:tu:e to oral fluid therapy in the professional periodi-
cals was inadequate. Nursing textbooks, f'or the most part, 
were superficial ih their coverage o.f this aspect of nursing 
care, particularly in comparison to the 'emphasis given to 
parenteral therapy" .. 
Recommendations 
On the basis of' the findings of' this study, the following 
• 
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recommendations were made1 
1. The study should be repeated on a larger scale lrith a larger 
sample to fUrther test the effectiveness of the approach. 
2, A follow-up study should be done to determine the effective-
neas of this teaching approach in terms of practical applica-
tion in the clinical area. 
3. Cross-validation of the study should be done in Associate Art.< 
and Baccalaureate programs as lrell as other diplotna programs, 
The revised approach sbould be used with freshman students 
4. 
lvho have had no previous exposure to the principles of oral 
fiuid therapy and no background in medioal-surgicel nursing.· 
Tbe principles of forcing nuids sbould be taught as a sepa-
rate unit with emphasis on general physiological principles 
and the complioationa of neglect, 
5, Nursing te;Jttbooks should be revised to emphasize oral fiuid 
therapy and complications of neglect in greater detail. }fore 
articles in relation to tbis subject should be published in 
professional periodicals. 
• 
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.APPENDIX A. 
UNIT OllTLINE: NURSING HESP()ISIBILITIES IN THE CARE OF PATIENTS 
REQUIRING INCREASED FLUID INTABE 
I. Group discussion to e:lqllore students 1 attitudes and feelings 
toward f'oroing fluids. 
II. Review of' ana.tom.y and' p~iology ,of' body fluids, fluid and 
electrolyte balance, and acid-base balance, 
III. Group discussion to determine students' interpretation of' 
medical orders to "force fluids" 1 "encourage fluids", and 
"urge fluids." 
IV. Student suggestions f'or increasing the effectiveness of' 
carrying out medical orders to force fluids. Ascertain how 
they uould plan the nursing care of' a patient requiring 
increased fluid intake. 
v. Consideration of' conditions in which fluids should be 
encouraged, 
See attached plan. 
. 
• • • 
A. REPLACEMENT OF FLUID LOSSES -- LOSS OF BODY FLUID INCREASES THE BURDEN ON TBE KIDNEYS; 
THEREFORE, FLUID llUST BE REPLACED AS RAPIDLY AS IT IS LOST. 
GENERAL PHYSIOLOGICAL 
PRlNCIPLE CONDITIONS PHYSIOLOGICAL EXPLANATION COMPLICATIONS 
l. Losses to the outside. l. Losses via skin l. Rapid development of 
Depletion of extracellu- .a. Fever a. In diaphoresis, exces- dehydration --7> shoe~ 
i lar fluid decreases blood l) Acute systemic sive quantities of oliguria ~renal fail-
volume, and the rate of infections. water are lost through ure -7 uremia ~ death. 
blood flow through the 2) Genito-urinary the sld.n in an attempt 
ld.dn.;)ys is lessened, . infections. to rednce fever. 
Urine formation depends a) cystitis 
upon proper delivery of b) pyelo-
fluids to the ld.dneys. nephritis· 
3) Upper Respira-
tory infec-
tions . 
a) streptococ- 0> C11 
cal sore 
·throat .. 
b) common cold 
c) pneumonia 
. 
4) Localized 
inflammation 
a) gout 
b) boils 
c) abscesses 
5) Heat Exhaus-
tion 
6} Tissue necro-
sis following 
severe tissue 
damage 
a} burns 
' • • 
GENERAL PHYSIOLOGICAL 
PRINCIPLE COODITIONS PHYSIOLOGICAL EXPLANATION COMPLICATIONS 
b) major 
surgery 
c) severe 
crushing 
injuries or 
trauma 
b, DraiJling ll'ounds b. Fluid loss directly 
and Sores through open areas. 
c. Ueeping Surfaces 
d. Fistulous Drain-
age 
2 • Losses via Gastro- . 2. Loss of gastrointesti- 2 • .Acid-Base .Imbalance 
intestinal Tract nal fluid results in a. Acidosis 
depletion of body b. Alkalosis 
water and base and 
electrolytes. 0> 0> 
a. Ul.ceratiw Coli-
tis 
b. DiaiThea 
c. Vomiting 
d. Draining fistula 
e. Gastric suction 
f. neostmrw 
g. Excessive saliva-
tion 
h. Cathartics 
3. Losses via Circula- 3. Depletion of amount of Shock-7 oliguria~ 
tory System circulating blood de- renal failure -7 uremia 
a. Major surgery or creases blood volume. ~ death. 
severe burns The volume and pressure (Vascular fluid is the 
(loss of plasma) of the circulating smallest of the body's 
b. Hemorrhage blood must be main- fluid compartments. 
tained within certain Even a moderate loss 
12. 
GENERAL PHYSIOLOGICAL 
Losses Within the Body. 
The shift of extracellu-
lar fiuid diverts the 
blood now and fiuids 
from the kidney. 
The accumulation of de-
pendent edema or ascites 
involves the loss of 
fiuid for ordinary body 
fUnctions. 
• 
1) Cervical, 
uterine, or 
vaginal blt;Jed-
iDg. 
2) GI Bleeding 
3) llounds 
. 4) Hemopl:lelia 
5) Hepatic Coma 
c. mood Donation 
1
4. Losses via Genito-
. urinary system .. 
a. Diuresis· 
b. Diabetes Insip-
idus 
11. Localized edema 
a. lllu'ns 
b. Fractures 
c. Crushing injuries 
d. Peri toni tis 
e. Cellulitis and 
Thrombopblebi tis 
f. Surgery 
g. Excessive intra-
venous administra-
tion. 
2. Intestinal Obstruc-
tion. 
r ""T cAr. t;tV"DT 
1imi ts to provide for 
changing demands of 
body organs. Varia-
tions in fiuid balance 
greatly affect the 
blood volume • 
11. Capillary beds are 11. 
traumatized. F.l.uid and 
blood rush to the in-
jured areas. There is 
a loss of fiuid from 
the circulation througl 
the damaged capillaries 
to the interstitial 
fiuid. 
12. F.l.uid accumulates in 
the distended loop of 
bowel. 
• 
f'\1\l._mT 
can cause death.} 
Decreased blood volUIIle 
-7 hytwtension~ 
hemoconcentration 4 
dehydration~ shock~ 
oliguria -,). renal 
failure ~ uremia -t 
death. 
~ 
B. INCREASED FLUID NEEDS 
GENERAL PHYSIOLOOICAL 
1. Lack of fluid intake, in-
ability to take fluids, 
or abrupt reduction in 
fluid intake results in 
delzydration. 
2. Dilution of Circulating 
Toxins 
Increased fluid volume 
promotes greater solubili 
ty and excretion of waste 
products. The dilution 
and carrying away of 
1. Pre-operative 
restrictions 
2. Post-operativ4 
3. Malnutrition 
4, Anorexia 
1. Gout 
these products in solutiorl 2. 
decreases the tendency 
toward precipitation. 
Bed-ridden or 
inactive 
patient 
5. Increased fluid intake 
will keep work of kidneys 
to a minimum and yet 
3. Sulfonamide 
Therapy 
Diuretics 
4. Uremia 
5. Chronic 
Nephritis 
• 
PHYSIOLOGICAL EXPLANATION 
1. Solubility of' uric 
acid is very low. 
4. Promote excretion of 
phosphate and sulfate 
5, Inability of kidneys 
to concentrate ade-
quately leade to large 
• 
COMPLICATIONS 
1. Increased surgical risk 
a. ll'ounds heal more slwly; 
b. :Resistance to infection 
is lowered. 
2. Dehydration~ shock~ 
oliguria -? renal failm::e 
~ uremia _,_ death. 
1~ Abnormally high concentra-
. tion of urate in renal 
tubules -+ fonnation of 
uric acid crystals -7 renal 
failure ~death (prema-
turE\ prognosis of' gout is 
good.) 
2. Formation of renal calculi 
Urine becomes suitable 
media for bacterial grorih 
--7infection -
3. Precipitation~ obstruc-
tion of tubules, re:oal 
pel vis or ureters 
J; ~ 
infection renal 
failure 
4. Precipitation 
5. Delzydration 
"' CD 
-' • • 
GENERAL PHYSIOLOGICAL 
PRINCIPLE CONDITIONS PHYSIOLOGICAL EXPLANATION COMPLICATIONS 
permit adequate excretion volumes of dilute urine 
of toxic metabolites 
6. Copious amounts of fluids 6. IDgestion or inhala- 6, lfater combines readily 6, Inflammation of renal 
are needed to dilate toxic tion of drags ami with ami dilates sedi- tissues ~ degenera-
substances, basten absorp- chemicals which are ment in urine to aid tive nephritis ~ 
tion, ami promote diuresis toxic to the kidneys removal from bladder, renal. :failure. 
in large amounts. 
a. Heavy metals 
b. Ether 
c. Chloroform 
d. Phenol 
e. Indast:d.al pail-
sons 
f. Salicylates 
g. Barbiturates 0> 
h •. Sulfonamides co 
i. Thyroxin 
j. Adrenal.in 
7. Inflammation 7. Toxic materials pro-
daced in healing 
process which must be 
eliminated by kidneys 
are dilated ami less 
irritating. 
8. Streptococcal 8. Allergic reaction of 
Infections renal. tissues to 
toxins -7 capiiiari tis 
--+ acute glomeru:l.o-
. nephritis 
-7 renal 
failure 
• • 
. 
GENERAL PHYSIOLOGICAL 
PRINCIPLE CONDITIONS PHYSIOLOGICAL EXPLANATION COMPLICATIONS 
3. Dilution of Coneentrated l. Post-operative l. Prevent thickening and l. Perivascular com-
Body F.luids patient stasis of blood plications. 
2. Peptic ulcer 2. Bleeding 
3. Acid urine 3. Urinary tract offers 3. Cystitis ~ 
:f'avorable circumstances Obstruction ~ Renal 
for ~tiplication of failure 
organisms because it is 
dark, warm, and moist. 
4. Peripheral Vascular 4. F.luids improve the 
Disease quaH,ty of the limited 
... ... - ·- --
blood·. SuppJ.¥ to the 
- -- -
· limbs by· improVing the 
elimination of waste -
products and lessening 
the viscosity of the 
-II 
blood. 0 
I 
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APPENDIX B 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
This test is an effort to determine your ability to effectively 
care for patients llith various conditions. The results of the test will 
in no ti'ey affect your grades or class standing. 
Please read each of thB questions carefUlly, and answer it to 
the best of your ability. Answer each of the questions in sequence and 
do not go back to any part of the test once you have answered an i tam . 
• 
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PART I 
DirectiOilS: Each of the test items in Part I are followed by five (5) 
statements. Yo~ are to rank each of the statements accord-
ing to their importance by placing a ~mber in the space 
provided, The number one (l) 1d.ll indicate that you feel 
the statement is the most important, and the number (5) rill 
indicate that yo~. feel the statement is the least important. 
Be sure to place a number from one to five in f'ront of each 
of the statements. 
1. Mr. J. 1 1d.th pneumonia, had several tests and treatments dut'ing the 
I 
dey, and is extremely tired and irritable, You want to provide maxi-
mum rest for him. For which of the folloring would it be necessary 
to wake him? 
__ a. Penicillin every four hours. 
_ _,b. Vital, signs every four hours, 
_ __;c. Coughing al1d deep breathing exercises every hour • 
__ d. Fluids every tlto hours. 
__ e. • Mouth care every three ho~rs. 
2. Yo~ are resp011Sib1e for the placement of patients .on the unit. Con-
sidering the amo~t and frequency of ~ing care required by each of 
these patients 1 indicate where you would place them according to 
prOXimity to the nurses 1 station. 
__ a. An elderly patient admitted three days ago with 
ac~te cystitis. 
__ b. A patient admitted three days ago with a strepto-
cocca1 upper respiratory infection. 
__ c. A patient admitted five days ago 1d.th extensive 
burns. 
__ d. A patient who is seven days postoperative follow-
ing a herniorrhaphy. 
• 
• 
• 
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__ e.. A patient admitted twelve days ago with acute 
m,yocardial infarction. 
8. Mr, U., with a diagnosis of benign prostatic hypertrophy, had a Foley 
catheter inserted this morning. Indicate the nursing responsibilities 
__ a. Securing an order for catheter irrigations. 
__ b.. Checkihg for incrustation and sanding of the 
tubing. 
__ c. Forcing fluids. 
__ d.. Explainihg to the patient the need for increased 
fluid intake. 
__ e. Anchoring the catheter in tlvo places, 
4. Mrs. M. is placed on sulfonamide therapy. Uhich of the follawing 
measures do you consider to be most important in order to prevent 
symptoms of toxicity? 
a. Strain aJ.l urine. 
--· 
__ b. Teach patient how to strain her own urine. 
__ c.. Teach patient about the side effects of the drug. 
__ d.· Encourage fluid intake of 2000-8000 co. daily. 
___ e. Malta sure the drug is given exactly on time. 
PART II 
Directionsr After. reading the items caref'ully, choose the one beet an-, 
Slrer, Indicate . your choice by encircling the appropriate 
letter. 
5. Following aey form of stress (illjury, trauma, disease, etc.), renal 
failure is a possible complication, This is due to 
• 
• 
• 
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a.· the weakened colldi tion of the patient. 
b. increased work load of the kidney due to larger 
volumes of urine. 
c. increased worlt load of the kidney due to increased 
protein breakdown. 
d. decreased blood urea nitrogen and non-protein 
nitrogen levels. 
6. You are assigned to care for Mr. ll. with a fifty per cent, second 
degree burn of the body. In considering your plan of care, you know 
that renal failure is one of the complications. This is because 
a. tOld.o substances are released which cause 
infla.mmation of the glomeruli. 
b. fluids and blo.od flow are diverted :from the kidneys 
to the injured tissues. 
·c. the patient's urinary output is increased causing a 
sudden increase of the lrork load on the ld.dneys. 
d. it is impossible to replace fluids as rapidly as 
they are lost. 
7. Mr, ll. is admitted to the hospital with a diagnosis of gout. The 
most important nursing measure is 
a. constant activity to the effected parts. 
b. high purine diet. 
c. restricted fluid intalm. 
d. incr!!ased fluid intake. 
B. Mr. X. 1 a patient with parotitis, has a temperature of 103 degrees 
Farenheit. He finds it difficult and painful to swallow, and :refuses 
fluids. You would o:Ffer him 
a. large amounts of fluids when he is best able to 
• 
• 
• 
b. 
c. 
d. 
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swallow, and aJ.low him to rest lthenever he is 
uncomfortable. 
small amounts of tluid every hour, i:md encourage 
him to finish it. 
a glass of fluid eveey two to three hours, a.J1d 
encourage. him to drink part of it. · 
fluids 'IIi th his meals. 
9. l4r, s. is admitted with a diagnosis of' Buerger's disease. You would 
expect 
a. fluids to j)e lilllited because of' impaired circulation. 
b. f'iuids to be restricted to improve quality of blood 
supply to the extremities. 
c. fluids to be forced to improve quality of' blood 
supply to the extremities. · 
d. fluids to be forced to reduce the tox:ici ty of 
bac;.teria causing the disease. 
10. Postoperative complications would be least likely to occur in which 
of the following patients~ 
a. ltho have been on restricted fluids for three days 
prior to surgery. 
b.· llho have had an increased fluid intake until three 
to four hours prior to surgery. 
c. llho have had an increased fluid intake until twelve 
hours prior to surgery. 
d. l!ho have not been on a specific fluid regime, 
11. llhen planning nursing car~, the nurse understands that 
a. there is no reserve supply of' fluid in the body, the 
requirements of OXQretion are continuous, and small 
daily deficiencies in intake are cumulative. 
b. fluids can be stored in several body compartments and 
• 
• 
c, 
d. 
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a patient is not in danger unless he has an adequate 
intake over an extended period of tiii!S. 
:fluids can be stored and releaaed according to body 
needs; therefore., the patient can best .be maintained 
in balance by drinking large ·amounts of' :fluidS during 
the day, 
homaostatis mechanisms maintain fluid balance even if 
the intake is poor for a prolonges period. 
12, ~he minima] daily req11irement to maintain :fluid balance in the 
average adult is lSOO cc. This is because 
a, 1200 cc. is required for urine formation. 
b, 1500 cc. is required for urine formation. 
c·. the obligatory fluid loss is 1200 cc, per dey. 
d. the obligatory fluid loss is 1500 cc. per dey. 
13. lihen a patient has a systemic infection, the primary reason for 
increasing :fluid intake is 
a, to prOIIIOte the comfort of the patiant. 
b. to prevent further complications. 
c. to reduce fever. 
d. to relieve thirst. 
14. In nephritis, inadequate fluid intake results in 
a. anuria followed by dehydration. 
b. fluid being dratm from tissues to supply larger 
volUilles of fluid required to excrete solutes. 
c. accUIIIUlation of pathogenic organisms in the kidney. 
d. law specific gravity of urine. 
15. Encouraging fluids would not be an integral part of therapy in 
• 
• 
• 
18 
.. 
patients td th the foUotdng problem, 
a, Suprapubic prostatect~. 
b. Congestive heart failure. 
c. Gout. 
d. Decubitus ulcer. 
16, A patient tfho is on liquids only should be given fluids 
a. every hour. 
b. every two .hours. 
c. . three t~s a day. 
d. five times a 4a¥. 
17. You are caring for a patient in severe dehydration. You lmow that 
fluids by mouth are more effective than by intravenous because 
a. the patient may dislodge the needle and not receive 
fluids continuously. 
b, fluids oannot be replaced rapidly enough by intra~ 
venous infUsion. 
c. intravenous infUsion may increase blood volume and 
hydrostatic pressUre too rapidly, causing fluid to 
be excreted btof'ore it can diffuse into the tissues. 
d. intravenous fluids will increase blood volume so 
that fluids will diffUse into dehydrated tissues 
too rapi~, causing edema. 
lB. The nonprotein nitrogen level can be reduced by 
a. restricting fluids. 
b. encouraging fluids. 
c. gi v:l.ng a high protein diet. 
d. encouragillg activity 
• 
• 
• 
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PART III 
lfrite a brief paragraph stating why you believe it is important to carry 
out medica1 orders to give fluids to patients • 
., 
• 
APPENDIX C 
• 
• 
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.APPENDIX C 
ADDITI<NAL ITEMS INCORPORATED JNTO PART III OF POST-TEST GIVEN 
TO EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
Part m, Item 2. 
llhat uere your feelings about having to attend the tuo classes 
which lfere part of the scientific research study? (Please be frank. ) 
Part III1 Item S. 
In general, the material presented in these classes was 
material you had been taught previously. Did you notice any differ-
ence? If so, can you briefly identity any of the differences you 
perceived? 
. 
• 
; 
• APPENDIX D 
• 
• 
• 
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API'ENDIX D 
STUDENT RESPONSES TO ITEM 1, PART m: WRITE A BRIEF PARAGRAPli 
STATING liHY YOU BELmVE IT IS IMPORTANT TO CARRY 
OllT l$DICAL ORDERS TO GIVE FLUIDS TO PATIENTS. 
Student A 
Pre-test: Fluids aid in maintaining the electrolyte balance and fluid 
level in the. body. Aside f'rom their nutritional value, they 
aid in reducing f'ever and preventing dehydration. The pro-
motion of good lddiley function is important, also. If' fluids 
are given and enco~aged as ordered, IV's may not be necessary 
~Thich would aid in the comfort of the patient, also. 
Post-test: Carrying out order~ to encourage fluids is important f'or ~ 
reasons. To preve!tt further complications 1 to ensure proper 
kidney £'unction, reduce f'ever, promote healing, to insure 
against urinary prpblems ~ater on in lif'e 1 maintain electro-· 
lyte balance, and. al.so the proper fluid balance. Each of' 
these reasons is antremely important and disastrous results 
ma;y become apparent, as having been directl;Y related to some ... 
one person shirking this task • 
Student B 
Pre-test1 Fluid balance is ons of' the most important things in patient 
care -- although I'm sure an order for increased fluid intake 
is not aJ.~mys take~ literally. Proper fluid balance is a 
basis for good health. There is always a reason f'or such 
orders -- to overcome dehydration, to prevent nausea, to 
lower a temperature -- and if' a nurse can grasp the situation, 
• 
• 
• 
. 
she lfould Jllore easU.y give oolllplete care. It is as illlportant 
as a Jlledication or a blood pressure readil:lg. 
Post-test: Fluid balance is very important, especially so when a person 
is sick. Man;y colllplioations are easily avoided by giving 
proper fluid therapy. I now think of force fluid orders as 
·being as important as Jlledioation orders -- the reeults are 
quite obvious, too. 
Student C 
Pre-test: The reason it would be illlportant would be the reason the medi-
cal orders were written in the first place. This fluid in-
take is part of geheral nursing oare -- to reduce fever, de-
hydration, etc. -- and no Jlledical orders are necessary • 
Post;,.test: Encouraging patients to take fluids mey avoid re:llal cOillplioa-
tions; they reduce fever, and are certainly more nourishing. 
Student. D 
Pre-test: the orders were written by the doctor because he feels it is 
for the patient's best interests to receive these fluids. 
Therefore, as a nurse, it is my duty not only to obey his 
order, but to promote the 1mll-being of the patients entrusted 
to my care. I am trying to help them get 11ell eaf'e:cy and 
quickly; this is ons eJilell but illlportant Way to get them 1v-ell 
and home again. 
Post-test: Fluids are illlportant. If they weren't, the order to give, 
encourage, or fore~ them .would not be written, They are as 
much a part of ·the patient 1 s recovery as Jlledicins and other 
. 
• 
• 
• 
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>> 
11ursing procedures. Once lost1 they cannot be made up. com-
plications may ari~e >years later from poor fluid intake, and 
I wouldn't want> to feel I had caused them. 
Student E 
Pre-test: I feel it is important to carry out medical orders for f'luids 
to patients because it is a rather simple way of' avoiding 
lllaJI¥ complicatio:ns. So many pt:lople >don't realize the import-
ance of fluids, especially· of'. the bed patient. This intake 
and output is a good indication of how they feel and their 
progress. I don1t, feel that a medical order should have to 
' 
be written -- one should> always keep this fact in mind. 
Post-test: To prevent furtbsr- complications of' any patient. Many people 
do not realize the importance· of adequate fluid intake by all 
patients. It is necessary to maintain the body in proper 
balance, to get rid of' waste products more readily and effec-
tively, and to proVfde_a better situation for recovery. For 
such a simple treatment, such as fluids, it is a shame all 
nursing personnel aren't avare of' the importance. 
Student F 
Pre-test: Patients must take· in f1uids for survival,_ so that something 
that is necessary to life shOuld be of' great importance. By 
a nurse being thorough and ef'fd:cient about administering 
fluids, she can save a patient from an intravenous or save a 
life. .At any rate, she can certainly speed his recovery. 
Post-test: I feel it is of utmost importance because an adequate intake 
. 
• 
• 
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o£ f'l.uids is essential to life. It prevents Jllaey postopera-
tive complicatio!is, such as renal shutdown. It' reduces the 
toxicity o£ many disea.ses. Fluids must ~e admi:nistered at 
regular inte'r'vals continuously. It's just like breathing. 
·, 
It is no good to breathe every half hour; you must breathe 
continuously. So. must your f'luid intake and output be 
continuous. 
Student G 
Pre-test: lie must carry Dltt these orders for the health o£ the patient; 
to provide good nursing cares to meet the needs o£ the pa-
tient; to adequately reoog:nize the care (this part o:f his 
care) this patient requires 1 to decrease amount o£ intraven-
ous. fluids needed, to maintain health, and to prevent undue 
complications of any .diseases or other entity. 
Post-test: It is important to carry out f'luid orders :for a patient to 
prevent complications o£ any nature due to fluid balance and 
to maintain the patient• s health as much as possible. The 
administration of fluids is vital to every !;)ell .in the body. 
Pre-test: 
Student H 
It is vital to all medical patients (and those postoperative) 
to maintain fluid balance and electrolyte balance; (1) heal-
ing is more rapidly promoted; (2) circulation :l.s enhanced; 
(3) organisms are thw~ed by high fluid level .. 
Post-test: Fluid level is a basic factor in most bodily :functions. There 
are £ew diseases which do not require serious conaiderat:l.on of 
. 
• 
• 
• 
. 
fluid balance. It is vital to follow through orders to 
encourage or at least observe fluid intake1. because the ef-
facta of low Qr high intake are cumulative, and each area of 
disease requires a specific reason for increased intake •. 
Student '\ 
Pre .... test; Fluid balance maintenance is an integral part of nursing care 
as severe complications can develop from inadequate or inac-
curate fluid therapy, Renal fbilure 1 heart failure, dehydra-
tion, infection, and nearly every condition is affected in 
some way by fluid· therapy. Therefore, adequate nursing care 
includes giving fluids as order(\d. 
Post-test: Fluid therapy, restricted or encouraged, is essential to life 
in many condi tiona. Failure to carry out orders of f1uid 
therapy may result in irreversible changes in some diseases • 
.Adequate fluid therapy, is therefore essential to life. 
. Student B1 
Pre-teet: Fluid balance ;is very important to the total11el1-being o:f 
the patient. Impraper balance may manifest itself' in renal 
dysfunction, general dehydration, electrolyte imbalance, 
edema, and other complications that could probably be pre-
vented by carrying out orders on fluids. 
Post-test: Adequate fluid intake and .electrolyte balance are important 
in assuring complete recovery. I:f fluid balance is not 
piaperly maintained, complications may occur, and healing and 
~covary delayed for several days or 1reeks • 
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• Student C~ 
• 
Pre-test: It is important to give fluids to patients because adequate 
h;ydration is neoellsary f'or good health, F:luids must be 
given to replace :tl.uid ~oss, as in hemorrhage, diarrhea, ex-
cessive perspiration, and ~oss of' bloo? serum from decubiti 
and other llcitliids, It is important to give fluids becanse 
they are essential to proper kidney f'Unotion, the carrying of' 
toxic wastes out of'· the body. Fluids are important as they 
keep the blood vol'llll!e as high as it should be and discourage 
the f'o:nnation of' clots. Fluids help to keep high temperatures 
. Post-test: It is important to carry out jlledical orders to give f'luids to 
patients f'or several reasons: (1) to prevent deh;ydration of' 
tissues, (2) to encourage proper kidney fUnction, (3) to en-
courage proper bot1el fUnction, (4) to maintain adequate blood 
volume, (5) to replace f'luid ~oat through hemorrhage, wounds, 
and open lesions, (6) .to aid in the formation of' secretions 
and·excretions, and (7) to promote the camf'ort and well-being 
of' the patient. 
Student D1 
Pre-test: In many oases, patients woUld not drink enough f'luids to main-
tain f'luid balance ~rhich is required because of' ~oss of' f'luid, 
Many patients ~1iU not drink because they f'eel it is not 
important,· makes them U!le the bedpan which they d,b .. not care 
' 
f'or, and they are not used to or conscious of' the needs 
Post-test: 
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of·. fluids in the body. 
Medical orders for fluids should be carried out to ensure the 
patient's recovery in this. are~. The patient 'lrho is in need 
of fluids or needs them restricted has a specific reason for 
. ,· 
this and as in medications this lllUSt be f'ollowed out. Be-
cause the body is a good percentage fluid, this lllUst be kept 
up in a balance so the patient l!ley thrive. 
StudentE1 
Pre-test: In any titne of' illness, ·diseMe 1 or postoperative period, the 
fiuid intake of' the patient lllUst be encouraged. It estab-
lishes a balance be't!reen the intake and output of the patient, 
helps the kicbleys to do thdr ;lob, reduces falter, and helps 
the body rid itself' of poisonous substances which may be 
present. 
Post-teet: Fluids are a necessary part in the treatmnt and care of' a 
patient. They maintain a balance in the patient' a intake 
and output, )roep the. kidneys 1rorking 1·1ell and thus prevent 
other complications :f'rOlll occurring. They help remove poison-
out wastes f'rom the body and clean out the ld.dneys. They re-
duce the toxicity of' the bacteria causing the inf'ection1 
' ' - ' ., .,~ .. ,.-' ' ' 
thus helping to fight inf'ection and rever. 
Student Fi 
Pre-test: Common sense says that. in order· for Our entire body to run 
well, it lllUst be lubricated well, and fluids serve this pur-
pose. They are more important in times of certain. ailments, 
• 
. 
• 
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hot weather, etc. and it is the nurse's responsibility to 
automatically do this unless contraindicated, and doubly eo 
to efficiently work with the doctor to carry out the beet 
care plan for this patient • 
. 
' 
Post-test: All orders written by doctors are usually neceaSilr;V or 1vould : 
not be written and one of the nurse's responsibilities is 
this; however, it is also he!) position to insure the patient's 
he.alth should she question an order. Fluids are continuousl:.r 
needed by the. bct:W to maintain good health and worldng order,, 
and any stress or disease or injury usually steps up the 
requirement unless. cl)ntraindicated, of course. The main 
i\mctions of. the bot:W operate according to a good fluid in-
take level • 
Student Gi 
Pre-test: Sydration is the bailie p#noiple of body meohanism and the 
largest constituent. of the body. Without proper hydration, 
:tiD part of the bot:W can function adequately. Deeydration 
forces the body to sl011 d01m and may indeed shut d01m any or! 
all of the ay$tems, and if the body is not in the beet possii 
I 
ble world.Jig order, it ca:rmot begin to combat disease or ill-j 
ness. 
post-test: Fluids compose the greatest percentage of body weight and 
they are the regtdatory mechanism lrhich governs the i\mctio!lll 
of the body. !lladequate fluid levels hamper the body mechan-
isms and the body is unable to carry out ita normal duties or 
• 
. 
• 
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the fUrther necessary objective o£ healing a diseased body. 
st.udent ~ 
I thi.llk we have to remember how much o£ our bodies is liquid 
or fluid and that they may sustain li£e. Hhen a person is 
unable to take food, he may be able to take liquid, The 
uhole balance of our life. is directed by fluids and the con-
tents o£ them such as salt. Fluids withdrawn would be death, 
Post-test: Fluid intake can make a great deal of difference in the care 
' 
of patients. The body, blood, etc., must be at a constant 
level to maib.tain li£e. There are also electrolytes to 
consider. A mean level must be obtained • 
. 
. 
. 
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STUDENT :RESPONSES TO ITE!M 2, :PART III: fiHAT fiERE YOUR FEELINGS 
ABOUT HAVING TO AT1END THE iWO CLASSES TmiCH l1EllE PART OF THE 
SCmNTIFIC :RESEARCH STUDY? (PLEASE BE FRANK.) 
,u ....... ., .... A: I felt priveleged, as I concluded that I was a part of a 
control group and contributing research on a very important 
subject. Also, I learned a lot in these classes. 
111fu)tudell.-Lt B: Curiosity was the main thing -- at first •. We all wondered 
C: 
.... _ ... D• 
........ .,.... . 
what 11as going on, I'm sure. Of course ne ~1ere relieved to 
sit down for an hour. or .so ••• getting away £rom the mad 
scramble an floor duty (to be frank). But I'm glad to have 
had this op);>ortuni ty for a "1rake~u);> ,. brush-up" type of course. 
I can honestly say that I've been much more conscious of fluid 
therapy and patient needs. al.ong this line, 
These classes, I feel, were in£ormative <l!ld useful in patient 
care, ·Too many of us force fluids just because 1re are told to. 
I feel I did benefit from the classes, They made me more a-
nare of the importance of fiuids and the role they play in the 
hospital.. 
IIS1:ud•en1 E: The t:l.me was lilY only objection;. having to ·rush off duty, and 
then try to pay attention after a very busy time at work: I 
disliked somewhat being part of' so many research projects 
which are undefined. 
IFl';""tut:iell-t""t F: I 1ras curious, but also resentfUl, at first. I was curious, 
1rondering lihat it was about and ~~by they chose me. I was re-
sentful because it was a class, and time I could be doing 
. 
•• 
• 
• 
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other things. llut when we actuelly began the classes on fluid 
balance, I was glad I lie.tl chosen, because I ~alized holT im-
portant it was, and how ba~ I needed a review !lrld more ex• 
planation. It gives ll1e a better coneeption of total nursing 
Student Qt The .claspos were :l.ntllrol!tins and infonnative. It was rather 
diverei!inal. to be a part of a rell&aroh project, However, 
classes of this nature should not be scheduled for in~betuean 
hours of the da;r.l'lhan our tesptmaibilities on the var<ls are so 
heavy, 
Student B1 I did not like heving to le~ a busy 11ard schedule to COlliS 
to class. I gain more £'rOm class if I Cll!l speCUlate about it, 
ond don 1 t have to rush to get there. This was, however., valu-
able. lie are all conscioue of the importance of fluids; but 
sametilnes don 1t atop to consider why. This uas presented en-
thusiastically and concisely 1 and gave us tt good review, and 
some initiative to question fluid balance more care£ull.y • 
. 
• 
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APPENDIX F 
STllllENT RESPONSES TP IiEl1 a, PART III: IN GENERAL, TBE lfATERIAL 
PRESENTED IN TBESE CLASSES tiAS MATERIAL YOU HAD BEEN TAUGHT 
PREVIOUSLY, DID YOU NOTICE ANY DIFFERENCE? IF SO, CAN YOU 
BRIEFLY IDENTIFY ANY OF THE DIFFERENCES PERCEIVED? 
Student .A: I feel the 111ateriill. presented to us in the re.search classes 
·was more technical than that lrhich 1re had received earlier in 
training. T4e exact mechanics of kidney function and fluid 
exchange were more clearly presented in these research classes. 
Student B: There definitely nas difference. Perhaps it was that our in-
terest was held (yea 1 your classe.s 1~ere ~ more interesting 
than. those before) because you, as a nurse, 11ere able to reall~ 
present the nurse 1 s viewpoint· -- break down the stiff scienti-
fic material into' information easily understood by us -- stres1 
ing the complications -·- giving hints on nursing care. (Fluid 
. balance lectures presented by doctors previously were really 
extremely hard to grasp.) I 1m unable to really express my 
feelings fUlly, but I know that you 1ve helped us. 
Student C: In class, fluids were usually mentioned as one of a list of 
nursing responsibilities. However,. in these recent classes, 
the reason for encouraging fluids was given. 
Student D: These classes were just on fluids• At other timea 1 the import-
ance, etc. , has been lost because it was brought up on a very 
small scale 1 a sideline, whell 1re 1~ere being taught something 
else. 
~tudent',!!: 1 The only difference lTaS that the needs 1 cause 1 and effect 
• 
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seeme(illl,ore connected than previously. In llcy' .opinion, it was 
presented uell by someone 11ho had a definite interest in the 
subject. This, I feel, is an importllilt teaching aid. 
IIS·tu<IE!Iltt Fl It 1taa different in thet fluid balance as a 11hole was taken 
G; 
into consideration .,-- its 11orkings, its e.f:fect upon diseases. 
lie 11ere taught some here and some there, so that ~Te did not 
get as oolll,plete an underst<mdfng of it as these classes af-
forded us. I don't :feel the importance of it was expressed as: 
.II!Uch eitber, so that ue would have more of an understanding of 
fluids in 1vhatever illneiis ue were :faced 1dth. 
The material 1vaa presented on principle and !vas designed to 
' ' 
help us follow the aequence of events which occur tdth and 
ttithout apeci£ic nursing care involving fluid balance. This 
varie11 :from our general coqrses of condition, etiology, course 
treatment, prognosis, and possible CO!Il,plications. 
IStud~mt Ht Thare ~Tas a definite difference between these classes and past 
courses. He were never taught fluid balance as such, but 
rather have had it incorporated into various plans of therapy 
for various conditions. 
